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Sub # Organisation Name Local Board Volume
13262 Albert-Eden 7
13271 Albert-Eden 7
13272 Albert-Eden 7
13276 Albert-Eden 7
13282 Albert-Eden 7
13297 Albert-Eden 7
13300 Albert-Eden 7
13301 Albert-Eden 7
13303 Albert-Eden 7
13309 Albert-Eden 7
13316 Albert-Eden 7
13317 Albert-Eden 7
13319 Albert-Eden 7
13320 Albert-Eden 7
13323 Albert-Eden 7
13343 Albert-Eden 7
13356 Albert-Eden 7
13369 Albert-Eden 7
13385 Albert-Eden 7
13388 Albert-Eden 7
13390 Albert-Eden 7
13393 Albert-Eden 7
13399 Albert-Eden 7
13404 Albert-Eden 7
13405 Albert-Eden 7
13406 Albert-Eden 7
13409 Albert-Eden 7
13425 Albert-Eden 7
13431 Albert-Eden 7
13437 Albert-Eden 7
13440 Albert-Eden 7
13443 Albert-Eden 7
13449 Albert-Eden 7
13450 Albert-Eden 7
13454 Albert-Eden 7
13458 Te Taumata Toi-a-Iwi Albert-Eden 7
13462 Albert-Eden 7
13473 Albert-Eden 7
13480 Albert-Eden 7
13481 Albert-Eden 7
13500 Albert-Eden 7
13506 Albert-Eden 7
13510 Albert-Eden 7
13511 Albert-Eden 7
13514 Albert-Eden 7
13524 Albert-Eden 7
13525 Albert-Eden 7
13533 Albert-Eden 7
13535 Albert-Eden 7



Sub # Organisation Name Local Board Volume
13549 Albert-Eden 7
13560 Albert-Eden 7
13566 Albert-Eden 7
13567 Albert-Eden 7
13568 Albert-Eden 7
13569 Albert-Eden 7
13575 Albert-Eden 7
13581 Albert-Eden 7
13589 Albert-Eden 7
13593 Albert-Eden 7
13594 Albert-Eden 7
13599 Albert-Eden 7
13604 Albert-Eden 7
13622 Albert-Eden 7
13623 Albert-Eden 7
13627 Albert-Eden 7
13634 Albert-Eden 7
13635 Albert-Eden 7
13637 Albert-Eden 7
13640 Albert-Eden 7
13645 Albert-Eden 7
13651 Albert-Eden 7
13656 Albert-Eden 7
13667 Albert-Eden 7
13673 Albert-Eden 7
13679 Albert-Eden 7
13685 Albert-Eden 7
13688 Albert-Eden 7
13689 Albert-Eden 7
13690 Albert-Eden 7
13694 Albert-Eden 7
13696 Albert-Eden 7
13697 Albert-Eden 7
13698 Albert-Eden 7
13704 Albert-Eden 7
13705 Albert-Eden 7
13710 EZEWT Albert-Eden 7
13713 EZEWT Albert-Eden 7
13717 Albert-Eden 7
13729 Albert-Eden 7
13731 Albert-Eden 7
13732 Albert-Eden 7
13744 NZ Ethnic Women's Trust Albert-Eden 7
13768 NZ Ethnic Women's Trust Albert-Eden 7
13812 Albert-Eden 7
13827 Albert-Eden 7
13851 Albert-Eden 7
13856 Albert-Eden 7
13859 Albert-Eden 7



Sub # Organisation Name Local Board Volume
13870 Albert-Eden 7
13874 Albert-Eden 7
13876 Albert-Eden 7
13879 Albert-Eden 7
13895 Albert-Eden 7
13902 Albert-Eden 7
13915 Albert-Eden 7
13927 Albert-Eden 7
13931 Albert-Eden 7
13932 Albert-Eden 7
13935 Albert-Eden 7
13939 Albert-Eden 7
13941 Albert-Eden 7
13942 Albert-Eden 7
13961 Albert-Eden 7
13965 Albert-Eden 7
13966 Albert-Eden 7
13978 Albert-Eden 7
13980 Albert-Eden 7
13984 Albert-Eden 7
13989 Albert-Eden 7
14002 Auckland Central Community Shed Inc. Albert-Eden 7
14003 Albert-Eden 7
14012 Albert-Eden 7
14020 Albert-Eden 7
14021 Albert-Eden 7
14025 Albert-Eden 7
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for

2023/2024 to save $21 million

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues

in Auckland

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million.

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with some reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: Reducing regional services. 

Our arts and cultural programmes help Aucklanders have a voice, and during a recession is not the time to be taking 

away services for homeless people either. 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

Organisation (if applicable): 

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Enable a partial sale of our shares, maintaining a 10 per cent shareholding in AIAL 

(reducing our interest costs by around $40 million per year), and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why: Selling assets are only ever a temporary fix. 

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Proceed with the proposed increases to rates 

(4.66 per cent overall for the average value residential property) and debt (up to $75 million of additional debt) 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Do not proceed with the proposal 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

Albert-Eden Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I support all priorities 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Environmental restoration, volunteers and pest control, Protection and 
restoration of local waterways, Library hours 
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Tell us why these are most important to you: As the neighbourhood changes and develops we need to continue to 
keep parks pest free and useable as more people loose their backyards. 

The library is one of the few forms of entertainment in modern society where you don’t have to pay to be there. 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with any reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: Cuts can be avoided. Look into increasing 

revenue from parking and enforcement, a 8-9% overall rates increase, selling some golf courses. 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  I don't know 

Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Set a higher general rates increase 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? I don't know 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

Albert-Eden Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? Other 

Tell us why: Please consider trialling any of the following: pop-up bike lanes on main roads such as Manukau Rd, low 
traffic neighbourhoods and more 30km speed limits. I bike to school everyday and am tired of my mum having to worry 
about my safety. Please deliver imp 

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?)  

Tell us why these are most important to you:  
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6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.   

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

Please consider trialling any of the following: pop-up bike lanes on main roads such as Manukau Rd, low traffic 

neighbourhoods and more 30km speed limits. I bike to school everyday and am tired of my mum having to worry about 

my safety. Please deliver imp 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with any reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: If we sell public assets this means that the 

quality of those assets will vastly decrease ie. Auckland Airport - as is the case with train system within New Zealand 

which is a shambles. 

We should be focusing on creating new avenues for revenue for Auckland council and public transport. Setting up a 

regular and paid transport from the airport to the city centre, like is done in Wellington is an example of how we could 

better utilise existing assets whilst not damaging commitment to climate action. Furthermore, there should be an increase 

in parking fees within the city because this will encourage more people to use the bus. Public transport should be helped 

by taxing / dealing with large amount of car owners. If you are reliant on parking fees and covid removed them then it 

makes sense to increase parking fees - im sure this would have an impact on costs. 

Cutting investment in arts, communities, support networks and events will severly affect the mental health of people in 

Auckland. This large scale city is too weather dependent and the council should be investing in things that people can do 

within the city. This also leaves space for innovation. Cutting resources for employment centres, womens centres, etc 

would leave a lot of people vulnerable to problems that will also greatly impact the city in a negative way. It seems that 

the long term costs have not been thought of at the expense of super short term savings. 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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No way can we stop pest control and not continue fixing the problems of the settlers who brought them. Other similar 

mentions of please dont cut: zero waste projects, eco hubs Kaipatiki project, eco matters, activities that grow native 

plants. 

What is Tamaki Makarau without arts, culture and creativity? Australia??? 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Don’t change the policy, keep all our shares and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why: If we sell public assets this means that the quality of those assets will vastly decrease ie. Auckland Airport - 

as is the case with train system within New Zealand which is a shambles. Councils and governments should retain public 

assets. 

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Set a lower general rates increase and make 

greater use of debt 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Do not proceed with the proposal 
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Tell us why:Sustainability and climate action is at the forefront of Auckland's problems with the flooding and every 

environmental programme that is being cut falls into this cycle of damnation and more money spent on disaster aid rather 

than PREVENTION is absolutely 

 

5. Local Boards 

Albert-Eden Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I do not support any priorities 

Tell us why: Libraries are necessary, they are havens for students and unemployed people trying to enter society and 
contribute to the economy. Do NOT underfund libraries. 

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Local community events, Community climate action and sustainability, 
Protection and restoration of local waterways 

Tell us why these are most important to you: Cutting investment in arts, communities, support networks and events 
will severly affect the mental health of people in Auckland. This large scale city is too weather dependent and the council 
should be investing in things that people can do within the ci 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.   

What do you think of these proposals? This is being done wayyyyy too quickly and it seems like from a weird place.  

What happens when we dont have anymore spaces to meet and build relationships? Is Auckland that amazing without all 

the extras? FIX the public transport and over dependence on c 

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 
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Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with any reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: This takes so many community celebrations 

and even educations away. It will change lives for the worse and inhabit peoples creative expression of themselves 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  I don't know 

Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Make greater use of debt 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? I don't know 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   
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Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.   

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with any reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: The art sector.  

The arts are very reliant on funding and this will cause a domino effect of job losses and hurt to an already struggling 

industry. Art is the heart of society and you will be stabbing us all in the heart by doing this. 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Don’t change the policy, keep all our shares and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Other 

Tell us why: Council should increase rates and make greater use of debt as appropriate in order to reject the proposed 

cuts to arts &amp; culture funding and protect the cultural wellbeing of Tāmaki Makaurau Auckland. 

 

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

Albert-Eden Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I don't know 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Community development and support, Local arts programmes, Local 
community events 
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Tell us why these are most important to you: Literally all of them are so crucial. Raise the rates and spend the money. 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.   

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with some reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: I do not agree with these proposed 

measures: 

1. Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 2023/2024 to save 

$21 million -  how will we encourage more people to use public transport rather than their cars to get to/fro work and 

therefore help combat climate change, if we don't reinstate public transport services to its full capacity?  

2. Reducing funding for homelessness, community empowerment and youth centres. This will only reduce the measures 

we have to combat youth crime. 

3. Ceasing funding for early childhood education services. How do we keep parents in low-income families working if 

they cannot afford private childcare ? Wouldn't this just put more people back onto the dole? 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Don’t change the policy, keep all our shares and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why: Selling shares in AIAL is short-sighted. Auckland International Airport is NZ's premier airport and major 

gateway for international tourists into NZ. Tourism will eventually pick up again. This in turn will boost the value of AIAL's 

shares over time. Shar 

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Set a higher general rates increase and make 

less use of debt 

Tell us why: At the end of the day, it is our city and if there is cost associated to maintain it, ratepayers should foot that 

mostly rather than rely on borrowing more to deal with the costs. In terms of debt, what goes up must come down 

eventually. Interest rates wi 

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Other 

Tell us why:I'm not sure what initiatives the $20m would go towards hence I don't know if the $20m will be effective for 

improving our storm response. What really needed to happen at the 27 January 2023 storm was for a State of 

Emergency to be declared much earlier s 
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5. Local Boards 

Albert-Eden Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I support all priorities 

Tell us why: All of the priorities are important in particular the climate related ones. 

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Environmental restoration, volunteers and pest control, Community 
climate action and sustainability, Parks maintenance (including mowing) 

Tell us why these are most important to you: The 27 January storm. I also certainly do not want our parks to look 
unkempt. 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals? User pays. Fairer on ratepayers too. Non-ratepayers probably outnumber 

ratepayers. Why should ratepayers subsidise non-ratepayers? 

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

How about reviewing the staffing cost in Council and CCOs to see if there are any savings that can be made on the 

staffing front? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 
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Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Proceed with the proposed reductions 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any:  

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Proceed with the proposal to enable the sale of all our shares in AIAL and use the 

proceeds to reduce debt and therefore annual interest costs by around $87 million per year 

Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Proceed with the proposed increases to rates 

(4.66 per cent overall for the average value residential property) and debt (up to $75 million of additional debt) 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

Albert-Eden Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I support all priorities 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Environmental restoration, volunteers and pest control, Protection and 
restoration of local waterways, Parks maintenance (including mowing) 
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Tell us why these are most important to you:  

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.   

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with any reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: all these items are vital to a well run and 

vibrant city - there must be more strategic and innovative ways to save money than simply slash certain services - 

especially arts and culture. 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Proceed with the proposal to enable the sale of all our shares in AIAL and use the 

proceeds to reduce debt and therefore annual interest costs by around $87 million per year 

Tell us why: sounds like a sensible idea 

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Proceed with the proposed increases to rates 

(4.66 per cent overall for the average value residential property) and debt (up to $75 million of additional debt) 

Tell us why: better to increase rates if that is the only way to keep the services and arts programmes. But are you 

spending this wisely? Hopefully for us ratepayers. 

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

Albert-Eden Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I don't know 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Local arts programmes, Community climate action and sustainability, 
Activities provided by Sandringham and/or Pt Chevalier community centres 
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Tell us why these are most important to you:  

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

please do not cut arts and culture/music funding. I know so many people and businesses that need activity to be 

encouraged and not slashed. The city needs a energy, life, vibrancy and  while drains are clearly very important - and 

road cones - hopefully t 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Proceed with the proposed reductions 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any:  

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Proceed with the proposal to enable the sale of all our shares in AIAL and use the 

proceeds to reduce debt and therefore annual interest costs by around $87 million per year 

Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? I don't know 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

Albert-Eden Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I do not support any priorities 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Environmental restoration, volunteers and pest control, Protection and 
restoration of local waterways, Parks maintenance (including mowing) 

Tell us why these are most important to you: The environment is important to protect. 
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Maintenance of parks is essential, ie mowing. 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

I have read that the council spends $4mill per annum on cleaning up graffiti. 

I don’t understand why graffiti is deemed so offensive, it is just paint on a wall. Unless it is of a vulgar/hateful nature, or 

obstructs vital road/emergency signs - graffiti s 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with any reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any:  

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Don’t change the policy, keep all our shares and further increase rates and/or debt 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Set a higher general rates increase 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

Albert-Eden Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I support most priorities 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Community development and support, Local community events, 
Community leasing charges 

Tell us why these are most important to you:  
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6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with any reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: Do not proceed with any reductions and 

instead further increase rates and/or debt - homeowners can handle rates increases due to the remarkable gains in 

property values over the past 15 years. 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Don’t change the policy, keep all our shares and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why: A stake in key, carbon-emitting infrastructure is essential if Auckland can have a say in its own future in a 

world facing huge climate change challenges. 

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Other 

Tell us why: Council should increase rates and make greater use of debt as appropriate in order to reject proposed cuts 

that value short-term and short-sighted gain over the future integrity and health of a thriving city. 

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why:Please proceed, and support the implementation of Three Waters so ratepayers won't foot the entirety of 

the bill for future-proofing our water systems. 

 

5. Local Boards 

Albert-Eden Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? Other 

Tell us why: You ask a deceptive question here - instead, please list ALL of the services you propose cutting and ask if 
we support them! I do NOT support the axing of funding to local arts, sports, community engagement OR the spending of 
money on assessing new parks 
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If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Local arts programmes, Local community events, Community climate 
action and sustainability 

Tell us why these are most important to you:  

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with some reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any:  

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Don’t change the policy, keep all our shares and further increase rates and/or debt 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Other 

Tell us why: Make greater use of debt, maintaining targeted rate schemes and increase general rates 

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

Albert-Eden Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? Other 

Tell us why: I support these priorities, though do not support the fact that prioritisation of activities must occur due to 
reduction in funding. Rates increases preferred rather than reduction in services. 

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Local arts programmes, Local community events, Environmental 
restoration, volunteers and pest control 

Tell us why these are most important to you:  
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6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.   

What do you think of these proposals? CATR - The proposed ‘changes to bus routes’ described seem synonymous to 

reduction in service. Reduction in funding, originally instated to increase frequency of bus services, would result in further 

dissatisfaction with the public transport system and en 

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with any reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: Increase rates! Auckland thrives off its 

culture, tourism and arts. Cutting these is cutting off the heart of Auckland. 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Enable a partial sale of our shares, maintaining a 10 per cent shareholding in AIAL 

(reducing our interest costs by around $40 million per year), and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Proceed with the proposed increases to rates 

(4.66 per cent overall for the average value residential property) and debt (up to $75 million of additional debt) 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

Albert-Eden Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I support most priorities 

Tell us why: I support more funding for the arts and community services 

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Community development and support, Local arts programmes, Local 
community events 
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Tell us why these are most important to you:  

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.   

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

The proposed Budget, which would reduce both investment and community participation in creative and cultural activities 

including music, does not achieve the fundamental purpose of Local Government. It poses an immense and imminent 

risk to our cultural we 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with some reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: Do not proceed with: 

Reducing funding to Tātaki Auckland Unlimited,  

Reducing regional services,  

Reducing local board funded activities, and 

Reducing regional contestable grants. 

I do not support these cost reductions. The net effect of such a sizable reduction in funding will negatively impact the 

local economy and devastate Auckland’s culture, art and community sectors.  

This is not the time to be cutting back. Now is the time to invest in Auckland’s future.  

When Auckland’s communities are thriving and our arts and cultural sector is prospering, the entire city benefits. These 

services directly improve social cohesion, wellbeing and our quality of life. They make our city more inclusive and 

welcoming helping us to attract and retain new residents and industry. They also boost the local economy, create jobs 

and make the city more prosperous.  

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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Cutting this funding will negatively impact the local economy and the ability for our restaurants, hotels and retail sectors 

to generate revenue. And it will negatively impact the quality and diversity of education in our schools and communities.  

These are not nice-to-haves that can be turned on or off at will. Jobs will be lost and some of the organisations 

responsible for delivering these services will shutter. 

A reduction of this size will send our city backwards and cost us more in the long run.  

(If you can think of any specific ways this will impact you or your organisation, please include those as well.) 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  I don't know 

Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? I don't know 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 
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Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

Albert-Eden Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I support most priorities 

Tell us why: We need to invest in our communities if they're going to grow. We're still recovering from COVID, floods 
and cyclones. Losing valuable initiatives will further compound the hurt our communities feeling. 

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Community development and support, Local arts programmes, 
Community climate action and sustainability 

Tell us why these are most important to you:  

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.   

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 
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Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with some reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: The reductions I oppose are to Tataki 

Auckland, the regional services budget, local board funding and contestable grants as they relate to the Arts industry. 

Arts professionals have suffered badly with the Covid pandemic and need support to achieve the high standards that 

New Zealanders have now become known for.   

Any young person who gets interested in an art form is unlikely to end up in the courts. 

The Arts are consistently underrated when monetary priorities are set, but they are as important to the economy as they 

are to personal satisfaction. 

I am aged 85, but despite a breast cancer and a minor stroke, am in very good health due, I think, to the fact that I 

continue to do regular contemporary dance classes every week. 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Proceed with the proposal to enable the sale of all our shares in AIAL and use the 

proceeds to reduce debt and therefore annual interest costs by around $87 million per year 

Tell us why: This is a question for accountants or economists to answer, but I have no objection to sale 

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt?  

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms?  

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 
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Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with some reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: Public transport, auckland unlimited 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Proceed with the proposal to enable the sale of all our shares in AIAL and use the 

proceeds to reduce debt and therefore annual interest costs by around $87 million per year 

Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Proceed with the proposed increases to rates 

(4.66 per cent overall for the average value residential property) and debt (up to $75 million of additional debt) 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

Albert-Eden Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I support most priorities 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Environmental restoration, volunteers and pest control, Protection and 
restoration of local waterways, Parks maintenance (including mowing) 
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Tell us why these are most important to you:  

Waitākere Ranges Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I support all priorities 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Arts and culture facilities and events, Environmental activities e.g. pest 
control and wildlife protection on west coast beaches, Climate action and sustainability initiatives 

Tell us why these are most important to you:  

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.   

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with some reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: Need to spend more money on public 

transport and maintain spending on cultural events and library services 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Proceed with the proposal to enable the sale of all our shares in AIAL and use the 

proceeds to reduce debt and therefore annual interest costs by around $87 million per year 

Tell us why: Airport shares are not necessary for the council to own. I would rather see sale proceeds used to improve 

infrastructure. 

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Set a higher general rates increase and make 

less use of debt 

Tell us why: House prices have doubled over 10 years so owners can afford higher rates to pay for effect of increased 

population ( which has been a contribution to house price increase ) 

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why:Stormwater systems need to be properly maintained 

 

5. Local Boards 

Howick Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I support most priorities 

Tell us why:  
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If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Protection and restoration of local waterways, Community facilities and 
services, Library opening hours 

Tell us why these are most important to you:  

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.   

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

Need to improve transport to reduce traffic congestion or alternatively place a freeze on immigration 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with any reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: I favour a graduated increase in rates, with no 

increase for those whose property values are in the lowest 20% range, and progressively larger rate increases for those 

whose property values are in the highest 80% range. Note that I expect that my own property will be in the highest 20% 

range. 

I think that the proposed operating cost reductions will impact most on those people who are the poorest in our society, 

increasing their public transport costs, reducing the support services such as homelessness support early childhood 

services, etc. 

I would not proceed with the proposed operating cost reductions, because of their greater impact on poor people. 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Enable a partial sale of our shares, maintaining a 10 per cent shareholding in AIAL 

(reducing our interest costs by around $40 million per year), and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why: The Council should retain an interest in the Airport, but can capitalise on some of the shares now that the 

financial situation demands some response. 

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Set a higher general rates increase and make 

less use of debt 

Tell us why: I think, as outlined in my response to the first question, that a graduated rates increase, that is applied only 

to those properties in the top 80% by value, and which imposes a greater rates increase on those with the most valuable 

properties, is the mos 

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why:This amount may be inadequate in future years, but is at least an active response to a current difficulty 

rather than ignoring a problem that may well get much bigger. 
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5. Local Boards 

Albert-Eden Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I support most priorities 

Tell us why: I support the priorities of increasing community resilience, supporting community centres and libraries, 
continuing climate action. 

I do not support planning for residential developments at the Auckland University Epsom Campus. This is not a Council 
owned 

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Sports and activities in parks, Protection and restoration of local 
waterways, Temporarily or permanently close council venues 

Tell us why these are most important to you: Each of these services ( sports and activities in parks, protection and 
restoration of local waterways, maintaining access to council venues) help to maintain healthy lives and environments. 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.   

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 
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Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Proceed with the proposed reductions 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any:  

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Proceed with the proposal to enable the sale of all our shares in AIAL and use the 

proceeds to reduce debt and therefore annual interest costs by around $87 million per year 

Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Proceed with the proposed increases to rates 

(4.66 per cent overall for the average value residential property) and debt (up to $75 million of additional debt) 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

Albert-Eden Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I support most priorities 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Environmental restoration, volunteers and pest control, Parks 
maintenance (including mowing), Library hours 
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Tell us why these are most important to you:  

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

Please do not budget for ANY tree felling by the Maunga Authority. The trees should live their natural lives and be 

progressively replaced whether by native trees or not. 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with any reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any:  

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Don’t change the policy, keep all our shares and further increase rates and/or debt 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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Tell us why: It provides only a one-off return, whereas the shares are a good long-term investment 

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Other 

Tell us why: Unfreeze the Water Quality Targeted Rate and the Natural Environment Targeted Rate. This should 

generate around $50 million and reduce the need for the extreme cuts suggested. 

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why:Future storms will definitely occur and we need to plan for them. I have friends who have lost their homes 

(in Piha) and the community was cut-off. There are plenty low-lying areas closer to the city where loss of life and property 

damage is a threat from 

 

5. Local Boards 

Albert-Eden Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I support all priorities 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Community development and support, Community climate action and 
sustainability, Library hours 
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Tell us why these are most important to you: I volunteered with the homeless for many years and found that they 
were highly reliant on having libraries as a place to keep warm and find community. They also provided essential access 
to computers (etc) for other people in poverty. Other forms of commu 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.   

What do you think of these proposals? I am very saddened that support for the homeless and for the Citizens Advice 

Bureau are two of the areas being discussed for a cut in funding. Why are the poorest always the first to lose support 

when budget cuts are needed? Meanwhile rich golf players ar 

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with any reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: Please do not proceed with cutting 

community and education programmes, arts and culture programmes, regional events, economic development, and 

other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community empowerment and funding for youth centre. 

Saving 20 million dollars at the cost of countless lives is not an option that should be considered. I have personally had 

my life changed by initiatives that would not be a thing if the funding was cut. And I know hundreds of others that have, 

too. It's one of the most unique and important parts of NZ and would be a massive mistake to cut. 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  I don't know 

Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? I don't know 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? I don't know 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

Albert-Eden Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I don't know 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Community development and support, Local arts programmes, Local 
community events 

Tell us why these are most important to you:  
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6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Proceed with the proposed reductions 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any:  

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Enable a partial sale of our shares, maintaining a 10 per cent shareholding in AIAL 

(reducing our interest costs by around $40 million per year), and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Set a lower general rates increase and make 

greater use of debt 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

Albert-Eden Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I support all priorities 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Local arts programmes, Local community events, Temporarily or 
permanently close council venues 
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Tell us why these are most important to you:  

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.   

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

Manage finances properly, cut the huge employee flab, get work done.. too much consultation no output to showcase 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with some reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: Please do not close all our libraries, or the 

Zoo or the Auckland Art Gallery 

Some activities in the community can be discontinued i.e hold only one activity either Pasifica or Schools PolyFest. 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Enable a partial sale of our shares, maintaining a 10 per cent shareholding in AIAL 

(reducing our interest costs by around $40 million per year), and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Set a lower general rates increase and make 

greater use of debt 

Tell us why: If rates are increased and services are decreased, makes it pretty hard to keep living in Auckland 

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

Albert-Eden Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I do not support most priorities 

Tell us why: With so many apartments going up in the area, the infrastructure doesn't seem to match.  Where is the 
roading and access in and out of all these facilities coming from?   I cannot see how more roads are being maintained or 
built for access in and out and 
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If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Local community events, Parks maintenance (including mowing), Library 
hours 

Tell us why these are most important to you: to enable an opportunity for families to go to a library and a park and 
feel part of the community around them 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.   

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Proceed with the proposed reductions 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: Reduce more on cultural events and on tataki 

Auckland limited 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  I don't know 

Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Set a lower general rates increase and make 

greater use of debt 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Do not proceed with the proposal 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  
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Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.   

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

Improving Auckland public transport systems to allow for better infrastructure for people to live further away. 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with any reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: Do not proceed with cuts to public transport, 

community facilities and early childhood education facilities. 

We are in a state of climate emergency and increasing reliance on private transport is only going to quicken the pace at 

which this emergency takes over our lives. 

With a denisfying urban form and population, greater importance should be placed on public infrastructure and facilities. 

This includes community facilities and events that give people a chance to grow and sustain mental and social health of 

a community. 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Don’t change the policy, keep all our shares and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why: Selling shares in the current state of the market seems illogical and losing shares in an asset such as the 

airport eliminates any future potential of us benefiting from it. 

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Other 

Tell us why: Council should further increase the proposed use of debt and also increase rates within a limit that is still 

deemed affordable. 

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why:There is a need for a more strategic and comprehensive approach to our storm water infrastructure so as to 

safeguard our growing city from flood events such as those experienced recently. It is time we invest in a proactive rather 

than reactive approach t 

 

5. Local Boards 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 
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Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.   

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with any reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: These are all important areas .Funding 

should not be decreased at  all. 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Don’t change the policy, keep all our shares and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Proceed with the proposed increases to rates 

(4.66 per cent overall for the average value residential property) and debt (up to $75 million of additional debt) 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Do not proceed with the proposal 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

Albert-Eden Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I support all priorities 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Community development and support, Library hours, Activities provided 
by Sandringham and/or Pt Chevalier community centres 

Tell us why these are most important to you:  
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6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.   

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with any reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: All of the reductions proposed 

overwhelmingly disadvantage poor and non-white Aucklanders. I do not want any of these reductions passed.  The citys 

land owners can afford a rates rise 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Enable a partial sale of our shares, maintaining a 10 per cent shareholding in AIAL 

(reducing our interest costs by around $40 million per year), and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why: Auckland Airport is a vital part of Aucklands infrastructure. Maintaining a portion of the shares under public 

control is essential for ensuring that it continues to function for the good of Auckland and the country 

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Set a higher general rates increase 

Tell us why: There has been massive underinvestment in infrastructure for decades and it can't be fixed by just 

borrowing from the future. We need a significant rates increase to pay for the years of under investment 

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

Albert-Eden Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I support all priorities 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Environmental restoration, volunteers and pest control, Protection and 
restoration of local waterways, Library hours 
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Tell us why these are most important to you:  

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.   

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with any reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: Personally rather pay more rates than lose 

arts funding 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Enable a partial sale of our shares, maintaining a 10 per cent shareholding in AIAL 

(reducing our interest costs by around $40 million per year), and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Set a higher general rates increase and make 

less use of debt 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms?  

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

Albert-Eden Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I support all priorities 

Tell us why: All things that matter to me 

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Local community events, Community climate action and sustainability, 
Protection and restoration of local waterways 

Tell us why these are most important to you:  
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6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals? Charge for change to bigger bins makes sense. Changing to a Smaller bin 

should be free 

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with some reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: Don't reduce spending on Arts, Music, Drama 

and Cycle lanes. 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Proceed with the proposal to enable the sale of all our shares in AIAL and use the 

proceeds to reduce debt and therefore annual interest costs by around $87 million per year 

Tell us why: Sell this asset to repay debt. 

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Proceed with the proposed increases to rates 

(4.66 per cent overall for the average value residential property) and debt (up to $75 million of additional debt) 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

Albert-Eden Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I do not support most priorities 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Local arts programmes, Sports and activities in parks, Community climate 
action and sustainability 
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Tell us why these are most important to you:  

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Other 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: Cut your staffing and management costs 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Proceed with the proposal to enable the sale of all our shares in AIAL and use the 

proceeds to reduce debt and therefore annual interest costs by around $87 million per year 

Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Other 

Tell us why: Cut your internal costs. No mor taxes for sub par service 

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Do not proceed with the proposal 

Tell us why:Taxing to raise revenue on something that has been deferred or money pilfered to fund something else is 

ridiculous. Stop waste and don’t double dip and raise rates to cover glamour projects and too heavy management 

structures 

 

5. Local Boards 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,   
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b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.   

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with some reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: I strongly oppose the proposals as listed.   

The listed services items total $88.5 million, but overwhelmingly target the arts/culture (zoo/library/stadiums) and 

services to the community (public transport, homeless, early childhood) plus community and local board funding.  Many 

of these are what makes Auckland worth living in, or are essential for our poorer and/or renting citizens to make ends 

meet.  

If such cost saving pain is really required it should be shared across the whole community – for example, putting up the 

peppercorn rents or selling a corner of a golf course or a tennis club (both very low returns on investment) could be 

paired with cutting back on some public transport.  

Looking at the big capex/opex items which could be reduced or deferred – the following stand out; 

a) AT Eastern Busway ($216 million).  The scope should be revisited – there is really no need to purchase all the 

properties – the current corridor can fit all the necessary modes. It is unclear how much is to be spent in 2023/24, but it 

can certainly could all be deferred another year.   

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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b) What proportion of the approved budget has Auckland Transports spent historically?  I assume they 

underspend each year due to delays, redesigns, and unavoidable factors, so that ratio can be applied to their proposed 

budget.  I guess their completion ratio is ~80-90%.  Saving 10% of 1.058 billion in “projected underspends” is $100 

million. 

 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Don’t change the policy, keep all our shares and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why: I strongly oppose the sale of airport shares as proposed.  

Basing a budget revenue outlook on the last three years – as the mayor says in his statement – is a very poor start.  

Obviously, the last period has been strongly affected by pandemics, lockdowns 

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Make greater use of debt 

Tell us why: I support increasing the debt level beyond the proposed $75 million. 

The Council has not made the case clearly for the budget debt constraint.  The Auditor General Guidance states; 

“3.401 Section 100(1) of the Local Government Act 2002 (the 2002 Act) re 

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  
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Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why:I support an increase of the operating budgets, or ‘storm response investment by around $20 million each 

year to improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This investment must prioritise nature-based 

solutions, such as the protectio 

 

5. Local Boards 

Albert-Eden Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I support all priorities 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Sports and activities in parks, Environmental restoration, volunteers and 
pest control, Protection and restoration of local waterways 

Tell us why these are most important to you: If the increase in debt and reductions in AT capital projects suggested in 
question 1 and 3 are implemented, there should be no need for significant reductions in Albert/Eden or any of the Local 
Board spending. 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals? I oppose reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water 

Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by around two thirds and using reserves collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024.  Most o 

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 
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• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

Cost Sharing with Central Government.  It does not seem unreasonable to ask central government to contribute to the 

cost of cyclone damage repairs.  It is assisting in Tai Rawhiti and Northland, so why not Auckland. 

City Rail Link sharing is very politic 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with any reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: I do not support reducing council services. 

These are important to communities and should be maintained. I opt to increase rates to cover these services. 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Don’t change the policy, keep all our shares and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why: It’s a short-sighted and short-term solution to sell the airport shares. The price is currently low so it makes 

bad economic sense and is also means we lose a say in what happens at the city’s airport, which is also important for 

our nation. Please do not 

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Set a higher general rates increase 

Tell us why: We must not keeping pushing much needed investment into the future. It’s a short term strategy that 

doesn’t help most people who live in the city. People everywhere have been struggling with the cost of living but this is 

temporary. Inflation will ease, p 

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why:I strongly believe that we need to take action now to transform our city and make it ready for what is coming 

next., particularly in terms of the climate. The more we can do now, the better position we’ll be in. Most of the city’s 

residents will be here l 

 

5. Local Boards 

Albert-Eden Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I support all priorities 
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Tell us why: I opt to keep funding all the services listed in the supporting document by increasing rates and if necessary 
increasing debt. My priorities for our area is climate action, parks and community resilience. We live in a wonderful 
country and part of that is 

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Community development and support, Sports and activities in parks, 
Community climate action and sustainability 

Tell us why these are most important to you: It was hard to choose but I went for environment, people and parks. 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals? I’m fine with a user pays approach. Provided we support those at the lower 

end of the income spectrum. 

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

I urge councilors to face the city’s needs and work to address them. People in this city know we have to work together to 

make the necessary changes and yes that will be expensive. Please focus on the ways that living in this city affects its 

residents li 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with some reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: I don’t support the reduced public transport 

currently. I have to wait hours currently for a bus into the city just to get to work as all buses are full. Never cut funding for 

public transport. Or do your research on only cutting unpopular  routes. I also don’t support cutting the regional services. 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Enable a partial sale of our shares, maintaining a 10 per cent shareholding in AIAL 

(reducing our interest costs by around $40 million per year), and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why: Selling is a good idea, don’t mind if it is all or some shares 

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Proceed with the proposed increases to rates 

(4.66 per cent overall for the average value residential property) and debt (up to $75 million of additional debt) 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why:Great idea, but also  need to focus on mitigation measures so these events are less likely to affect people, 

community and assets 

 

5. Local Boards 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  
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b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any:  

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Enable a partial sale of our shares, maintaining a 10 per cent shareholding in AIAL 

(reducing our interest costs by around $40 million per year), and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Set a lower general rates increase and make 

greater use of debt 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms?  

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

Albert-Eden Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024?  

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Protection and restoration of local waterways, Parks maintenance 
(including mowing), Library hours 
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Tell us why these are most important to you: We need to keep access to our libraries convenient to encourage 
people to use them. 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

I do not want to see mass felling of mature, healthy exotic trees on Mount Albert. Why are you proposing to fell the trees 

when on the other hand you are providing funding to plant more trees and talking up the Climate Activator community 

groups! What a l 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with some reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: Do not proceed with: 

Reducing funding to Tātaki Auckland Unlimited,  

Reducing regional services,  

Reducing local board funded activities, and 

Reducing regional contestable grants. 

I do not support these cost reductions. The net effect of such a sizable reduction in funding will negatively impact the 

local economy and devastate Auckland’s culture, art and community sectors.  

This is not the time to be cutting back. Now is the time to invest in Auckland’s future.  

When Auckland’s communities are thriving and our arts and cultural sector is prospering, the entire city benefits. These 

services directly improve social cohesion, wellbeing and our quality of life. They make our city more inclusive and 

welcoming helping us to attract and retain new residents and industry. They also boost the local economy, create jobs 

and make the city more prosperous.  

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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Cutting this funding will negatively impact the local economy and the ability for our restaurants, hotels and retail sectors 

to generate revenue. And it will negatively impact the quality and diversity of education in our schools and communities.  

These are not nice-to-haves that can be turned on or off at will. Jobs will be lost and some of the organisations 

responsible for delivering these services will shutter. 

A reduction of this size will send our city backwards and cost us more in the long run. 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Enable a partial sale of our shares, maintaining a 10 per cent shareholding in AIAL 

(reducing our interest costs by around $40 million per year), and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Proceed with the proposed increases to rates 

(4.66 per cent overall for the average value residential property) and debt (up to $75 million of additional debt) 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  
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What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.   

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

Auckland Council 

Re. Proposed Annual Budget 2023/2024 (“Budget”) 

Date 

From: Jack Larsen 

Kia ora koutou  

I am a songwriter and performer and am writing, as part of the music sector, to voice my deep concern at Auckland 

Council’s recently proposed Budget. 
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Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with any reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: Do not proceed with: 

Reducing funding to Tātaki Auckland Unlimited,  

Reducing regional services,  

Reducing local board funded activities, and 

Reducing regional contestable grants. 

I do not support these cost reductions. The net effect of such a sizable reduction in funding will negatively impact the 

local economy and devastate Auckland’s culture, art and community sectors.  

This is not the time to be cutting back. Now is the time to invest in Auckland’s future.  

When Auckland’s communities are thriving and our arts and cultural sector is prospering, the entire city benefits. These 

services directly improve social cohesion, wellbeing and our quality of life. They make our city more inclusive and 

welcoming helping us to attract and retain new residents and industry. They also boost the local economy, create jobs 

and make the city more prosperous.  

Organisation (if applicable): Te Taumata Toi-a-Iwi 

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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Cutting this funding will negatively impact the local economy and the ability for our restaurants, hotels and retail sectors 

to generate revenue. And it will negatively impact the quality and diversity of education in our schools and communities.  

These are not nice-to-haves that can be turned on or off at will. Jobs will be lost and some of the organisations 

responsible for delivering these services will shutter. 

A reduction of this size will send our city backwards and cost us more in the long run. 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Don’t change the policy, keep all our shares and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why: The sale of shares like this ensures a one-off return only - with all future possible opportunities for income 

from this large shareholding or a stake in what is carried out at the airport lost to the multinational corporations who are 

likely to buy thes 

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Other 

Tell us why: Increase rates and debt. Rate changes, including unfreezing the Water Quality Targeted Rate and the 

Natural Environment Targeted Rate, will generate much needed revenue that can help avoid the proposed cuts. 

Unfreezing these rates for the coming year is e 

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  
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Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.   

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.



Introducing Te Taumata Toi-a-Iwi

Te Taumata Toi-a-Iwi is the regional arts trust for Tāmaki Makaurau, Auckland. It was founded
in 2001, by the former city councils of Auckland and Manukau to support the Auckland region’s
arts, culture and creative sector. The trust is governed by a board supported by a small staff.

Our participation in this consultation was driven by sector concerns about the
serious impacts on Auckland’s arts and culture events, festivals, and performing
arts of the proposed cuts in the draft budget.

In this submission we address:

● The importance of Auckland’s arts, culture and creative sector
○ Economic contribution
○ Social cohesion

● Sector assessment of the proposed impact of the cuts
○ A quantitative survey
○ Voices from the sector - case studies

● Other sources of funding
● Is a funding pause a solution?
● Our request

Appendices

● Background on Te Taumata Toi-a-Iwi
● Economist’s report
● Sector survey
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The importance of Auckland’s arts, culture and creative sector

There are multiple benefits delivered to Auckland by our arts, culture and creative sector. We
want to touch on two in particular:

● The economic importance of the sector
● The sector’s role in building social cohesion

Economic impact
We note Tātaki Auckland Unlimited’s assessment of the economic impact of Auckland’s creative
sector:

● It makes up 5% of Auckland’s economy
● It directly employs more than 57,500 people
● It generated $7.8bn in GDP (50% of NZ’s total creative GDP) and $1.59bn in exports
● It grew by 5.4% on average over the five years to 2022, outpacing the rest of the

Auckland economy
● It has significant growth potential (forecasts predict 7,500 new jobs 2023-2028)

We also note WeCreate’s statement in their submission to Council about the importance of
Auckland’s community arts and culture programmes to the growth of the city’s creative
industries such as our screen industry, gaming industry, and music industry.

“The sector’s future and growth in Tāmaki Makaurau relies on
the experiences and skills that are, in part, developed through community arts and
culture programmes, along with Tātaki Auckland Unlimited’s economic development
initiatives.”

We also note Creative New Zealand’s comment in their submission:

As Auckland recovers from three years of COVID disruption, recent floods and the Cyclone –
now is the time to maintain investment in community wellbeing, social connection and social
cohesion through arts & culture.

Arts and culture play a vital role in strengthening community resilience and contributing to
Auckland’s recovery, by creating connected, healthy and strong communities:

Our research in 2020 also found half of Aucklanders we surveyed saw the arts playing a vital
role in Auckland’s COVID-19 recovery.

You’ll be aware that Council is required to promote the cultural wellbeing of your community
(section 10(1)(a), Local Government Act 2002)

Auckland’s community arts and culture programmes, which Council helps fund alongside other
funders, play an important role in the city’s arts, culture and creative sector. The sector is an
ecosystem, with our community arts and culture sector providing the training ground for our
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professional arts, which in turn provide a pool of talent and creative inspiration that feeds our
creative industries. Take our performing arts for example.

When you see a play or comedy event or dance performance at the Waterfront Theatre,
at the Basement or at Q Theatre you see the tip of the creative sector iceberg – behind
those actors, comedians, or dancers stand writers, designers, choreographers, make-up
artists, animators, lighting experts, creative marketers and more.

When you look at your fellow audience members, you are looking at the people who help
feed our hospitality industry. Go to Wynyard Quarter restaurants, for example, before or
after an event at the Waterfront Theatre – you will see them crowded with patrons.

Social cohesion
Auckland is one of the most ethnically diverse cities in the world, and over 40% of our
population was born overseas. It has the largest Māori population, and the largest Pacific
community. It is well-evidenced that arts, culture and creativity have a positive impact on the
cultural, social, health and economic wellbeing of communities.

Our arts, culture and creative sector plays a key role in bringing our communities together, and
plays a key role in bringing migrants into our community, giving us insights into the cultures and
stories of our neighbours.

From seeing a production by Prayas Theatre, New Zealand's largest South Asian theatre
and cultural group, to taking part in CultureFest, to sharing with your children one of the
books from Reading Warrior’s Kāinga Pukapuka programme, to taking in the street art in
the Bradley Lane Project festival, to seeing a young migrant make connections at a
MIXIT creative workshop – these are just a handful of the multitude of opportunities our
arts and culture sector offer us to come together as Aucklanders. And all of these are
made possible, in part, by Council support.

As our city starts to come alive again after three years of COVID restrictions and anxieties, and
as Aucklanders face the likelihood of more disastrous weather events that will test community
resilience, we should not undervalue the impact of arts, culture and creative experiences on the
social cohesion in our city.

A review for Manatū Taonga Ministry of Culture and Heritage that gathered and assessed
research on the impacts arts and culture activity had on cultural, social, health and economic
wellbeing in the community in the Christchurch region following the earthquakes in 2010/2011.
Key findings included:

● There were perceived physical and mental health benefits for those participating in
Christchurch’s post-disaster artistic and creative initiatives

● Arts and culture can help preserve and/or reinvent social memory, which contributes to
post-disaster resilience and urban identity:
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● Having a collaborative and all-inclusive arts infrastructure is important for full recovery:
● Community groups often played vital roles in their neighbourhood’s resilience and

wellbeing:
● The presence of pre-existing community infrastructure contributes to stronger

post-disaster community resilience:
● The provision of appropriate venues is vital for the prosperous and sustainable

development of the arts and culture sector:

4
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Sector assessment of the impact of the proposed cuts

● Sector survey
● Voices from the sector - case studies

Sector Survey
To ensure that members of the arts, culture and creative sector in Tāmaki Makaurau were able
to inform councillors on the potential impacts of these proposed cuts to Auckland Council, Te
Taumata Toi-a-Iwi commissioned a Community Feedback Survey, which has been carried out
independently by Dovetail Consulting.

The survey had 1068 responses, with 94% of respondents working or based in Tāmaki
Makaurau. Of these, 54% of respondents who work in the creative sector receive Council
funding.

This is a summary of respondents’ assessment of the impact of the cuts;

Respondents provided an overview of the range of arts and cultural events that they have been
involved in, which Council funding has helped to enable. These included:
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Respondents noted their concerns about the wider impacts of the proposed cuts on Auckland’s
communities.
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Of note also, was respondents’ concerns about the adverse impact on marginalised groups

Voices from the sector - case studies

Te Taumata’s survey provides a quantitative insight into sector perceptions of the likely
impact of the proposed cuts. An investigation by The Big Idea provides an insight into
the likely impact on a range of arts and culture organisations and practitioners.

Quotes from people in Auckland’s arts and culture sector in The Big Idea article include:

Jessica Pearless and Jonathan Organ, Co-Directors of NORTHART, Directors of Paragon
Matter Art Services and practising artists

We are on the precipice of uncertainty.

On a personal level, our vision to continue to create a dynamic, enriching, resilient arts
sector for artists, audiences and communities through NORTHART is being thrown into
question through the proposed funding reductions from Auckland Council.

Resilience and the ability to lead through a crisis should be at the top of every creative
industry leadership position description. As Co-Directors of NORTHART since 2020, we
have steered the organisation through COVID-19, significant flooding, and the proposed
redevelopment of the Northcote Town Centre.

And now, we are staring down the barrel of funding cuts, on top of an already stretched
set of resources.

Amy Saunders, DEPOT General Manager

Our core funding comes from Auckland Council and without this financial commitment,
we wouldn’t be able to operate or leverage other partnerships and investment.
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We have been told to expect between 10-60% cuts - plus our lease is up for review - we
and others who operate from a council building, could be facing changes to our leases
which could see tenants paying up to $10,0000 per year.

These cuts are devastating for an already stretched creative sector that is still suffering
from the impacts of COVID. The amount Council is saving from these proposed cuts is
approximately $35 million, but the amount Auckland is losing is worth far more than that.
It is years and years of organisational development, community development, cultural
integrity, complex investment strategy development and grass roots support for often
vulnerable, under-served communities who rely on these networks, partnerships and
organisations to support them.

Cat Percy, Crescendo Chief Executive Officer

Crescendo is a social enterprise that uses music to engage disengaged rangatahi/young
people throughout Tāmaki Makaurau. With professional mentoring, we pass on
industry-standard technical skills and work with each individual to uncover their own
intrinsic gifts and talents. Our impact goals centre around outcomes where an individual
understands their own unique skill set, understands future pathways available and feels
empowered to create their own positive futures.

We are privileged to see many rangatahi flourish on their journey when they are
connected to community, creating a sense of belonging, a sense of responsibility and a
sense of purpose.

The proposed budget cuts would have long-term negative impacts on the two sectors
that Crescendo’s mahi works across: creative and youth. There will be both direct and
indirect negative impact on the wellbeing of rangatahi, their whānau and consequently,
our broader communities across Tāmaki Makaurau.

Whilst the proposed budget cuts would not have an immediate impact on us, Crescendo
believes in thinking and acting holistically. The proposed budget cuts reflect an archaic
mindset when it comes to the power of the arts and youth programmes, their economic
and social benefits and their impact on individual and community building; all of which go
into creating more vibrant, prosperous and liveable cities.

Huia O'Sullivan, Ngā Rangatahi Toa Creative Arts Executive Director

We are supporting other organisations that are heavily impacted by this draft budget to
assist in navigating not only the physical loss and financial, but also the emotional and
wellbeing aspect of these budget cuts.
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Understanding that this sector has been hit particularly hard and while other sectors and
industries may have had a small window to future and recession proof, the arts sector is
unable to have any kind of reprieve before the next blow comes..post COVID, flooding,
cyclones...It is absolutely relentless!

Our organisation is positioned differently to other more traditional "arts" organisations.
We have a diversified portfolio and aren't that reliant on either local or central
government money. We do, however, seek council funding to enable us to further
innovate, collaborate and develop systems for us to be able to strengthen and outreach
further.

Gina Dellabarca, Show Me Shorts Festival Director

Auckland Council and the Local Boards have been active for many years in supporting
arts organisations like Show Me Shorts Film Festival to deliver vibrant cultural
enrichment and provide robust industry training. This has enabled us to become a
leading international film festival, recently ranked as one of the top 20 short film festivals
in the world.

If all of the proposed budget cuts go ahead, this will reduce our ability to deliver a
world-class short film festival here in Auckland.

We currently present our short film screenings and training events in more than ten
different locations across the Auckland isthmus - but many of our screenings in smaller
locations like Great Barrier Island and Titirangi require a top-up of funding support to
bring the festival to these communities. As do our schools programme and filmmaking
workshops for children.

The planned reduction in support from Auckland Council and the Local Boards would
make these financially unviable so we would be forced to cut them.

Mark Roach, Auckland City of Music Director

These budget cut proposals come at the worst possible time for Auckland.
The city’s creative industries are in a crucial stage of development, and one where it
needs strategic investment to unlock the full potential of the city, and for it to compete as
a global capital of creativity.

Whilst much of the focus of the Council’s proposed budget has been on Arts and
Culture, there is an equally concerning regression being asked of our city’s economic
development department, Tātaki Auckland Unlimited, that threatens the workforce and
investment pipeline of the creative industries.
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There is no doubt that Council is presented with a very large headache, but cost-cutting
is just one of four levers that the Council has as its disposal, and careful balancing of the
other three levers (rates increase, debt increase, and asset sale) should be a paramount
consideration rather than just the wholesale slashing of services, projects, initiatives and
talented staff working in and with our major growth sectors.
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Other sources of funding

A comment from Creative New Zealand summarises an important point about arts and culture
funding in our city.

Arts and culture in Auckland depend on a delicate funding ecosystem with many
interdependencies. This ecosystem is fragile, and still recovering from the ongoing
impacts of Covid-19.

It is unlikely that Council funding will be easily replaced.

Te Taumata is involved in regular meetings with other organisations which provide support to
Auckland’s arts, culture and creative sector. Alongside regional funders, including Auckland
Council and Foundation North, this forum includes Manatū Taonga - Ministry for Culture and
Heritage, and Creative New Zealand.

While much of the arts and culture activity that enriches the life of Aucklanders has multiple
funders, Auckland Council’s funding often provides a critical foundation from which other
funders can be engaged. The importance to the funding ecosystem of the ‘seeding’ funding of
much of Auckland Council’s support for the sector, cannot be underestimated.

A recent meeting of this forum suggested that other funders have limited capacity to “fill the
gaps” that will occur if Auckland Council’s proposed cuts go ahead.

How do Auckland’s rates compare to other centres? An independent analysis. — Stop
the Cuts by economist Andrey Ivanov of Ivanov Consulting noted:

‘If the Council goes through with its proposed budget reduction, in the current
environment where massive infrastructure investment is needed especially after the
cyclone destruction and clean-up, the community entities will require other sources of
funding to survive. Insofar as those exist, there will be a rush to utilise these to cover the
shortfall that the Council will push downstream—this will lead to overdemand for other
(also, fixed and likely shrinking) sources of funding by the entities that have higher cost
of funds and fewer possibilities to find extra funding. Effectively, by outsourcing the
funding problems to the entities that can deal with these problems less effectively, the
Council will be committing many community organisations to death.

The death of community organisations—or else, the significant reductions in the services
that they render to their communities—will significantly hinder the resilience of
communities to deal with the environmental concerns…’
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Is a funding pause for a year a solution?

Many of our artists, arts organisations and facilities are currently engaged in the process of
recovery and rebuilding from COVID-19. The sector’s survival through the pandemic has been
largely funded by central government. This funding ends over the coming year. The end of this
funding, combined with a pause in Auckland Council funding, will further destabilise the city’s
already fragile creative ecosystem.

Many of our arts and culture experiences are delivered by organisations and individuals at
minimal cost. A 2018 survey of nearly 1,500 creative professionals, commissioned by Creative
New Zealand and NZ On Air found that the majority have difficulty making a sustainable living
from their principal artform or creative practice, with a median income just two thirds that of all
New Zealanders earning a wage or salary. The challenges of making a living from the arts in
Auckland specifically, and New Zealand generally, is a factor in the loss of many of our creatives
to Sydney and Melbourne.

Our city’s cultural life is made rich, by arts practitioners who earn little, and ask for little from
Council other than minimal financial, marketing and facilities support.

The bigger issue for the city is to look beyond the current budgetary concerns and create a
more sustainable investment plan. The aim should be to maximise the sector’s potential for
Auckland to secure the economic and social benefits of being an outstanding Australasian
creative city.
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Our request to Council

We note that in the announcement of the budget consultation, the Council CEO noted the
following:

“Following public feedback, if this proposed budget package is not supported or if our
financial challenge worsens, we would need to make up the shortfall another way. The
alternatives are likely to be limited to:

•increasing general rates by up to 13.5 per cent, or a total increase of $336
annually for the average value residential property (around $6.50 per week)

We think our arts and culture, environmental, youth and community initiatives and programmes,
organisations and facilities are worth the extra $6.50 a week.

While Te Taumata is not positioned to advance a particular solution, or to assess the impact of
adjusting the various funding levers, we note the following:

The Taxpayers Union 2022 Ratepayer’s Report 2022 Ratepayers' Report Released -
Taxpayers' Union2022 Ratepayers' Report Released - Taxpayers' Union2022
Ratepayers' Report Released - Taxpayers' Union identifies that the average
Auckland ratepayer pays approximately the same amount of rates as the average
ratepayer in Carterton, where incomes and residential property values are significantly
lower.

We also note the following from the Ivanov Consulting report:
● 29. Comparing e.g., 2020 & 2022 Ratepayers' Reports, and looking at two unitary

councils, e.g. Nelson and Auckland, we see that Nelson rates increased by 7.8% in this
time frame (from $2,785 to $3,001) while Auckland rates increased only by 5.4% during
the same time period (from $3,469 to $3,656).

● 30. Moreover, adjusting for the incomes (Nelson average income in 2022 being $1,956
and median being $1,324 versus Auckland’s $2,581 and $1,726, respectively; source:
Stats NZ)2 we see that if Aucklanders were to pay the proportion of their income in fees
that the ratepayers in Nelson pay, Auckland rates would’ve been $3,960 (compared to
the average income, or $3,912 when compared to the median). In Nelson, the rates are
153% of the average weekly income and 227% of the median weekly income, while in
Auckland the corresponding figures are only 142% and 212%, i.e., ~10%age-points less.

● 31. So, both dynamic (compared to the past years and inflation) and static (compared to
the other councils) arguments point to Auckland rates being lower than they should be.
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Our request:

Council has obligations under local government legislation to promote the cultural wellbeing of
its community. Arts, culture and creativity are an essential contributor to community wellbeing.
Our survey indicates that the impact of funding cuts will be significantly greater than Council is
anticipating.

As such, we strongly urge Council to:

● Conduct further sector analysis to further understand the short, medium and long-term
impacts of the damage to Auckland’s cultural life and creative economy.

● Review the range of options available to raise the funds it needs to maintain and develop
the city’s current physical and social infrastructure

● Look to work with the sector to secure its long-term strength as a major contributor to our
city’s economy, quality of life, and international competitiveness.
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Appendices

1. Te Taumata Toi-a-Iwi background

Over the last 20 years the trust has supported programmes and initiatives to strengthen the arts
and culture of Tāmaki Makaurau. Today, we are a centre for creative knowledge and practice,
we co-design and facilitate sector conversations and connections, and we advocate for the
policies, practices and infrastructure the arts, culture and creative sector needs to make
Auckland a city alive with creativity.

Recent work by Te Taumata includes:

● Sector surveys to identify the impacts of COVID-19 on Auckland’s arts, culture and
creative sector. Our surveys helped inform local and national funders of the impacts on
the sector of lockdowns and audience hesitancy. The surveys provided valuable
information to policymakers and the Government on the support needed.

● Programmes to support the development of sector leadership and governance.
● Sector capability initiatives, such as the development of strategy.
● Support for the development of wellness resources for the sector.
● Research into the needs of the toi Māori, Pasifika and Asian arts communities.
● Convening and servicing the Ngā Toi Advocacy group, a forum for leaders from

Auckland’s arts and culture sector.
● Convening a forum for regional investors in arts and culture
● Supporting the development of Te Manawa, a Māori artist-led collective to lead

transformational change in the creative sector in Tāmaki Makaurau
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Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for

2023/2024 to save $21 million

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues

in Auckland

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million.

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with some reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: I think this option is superior because I would 

not proceed with reducing regional services such as arts and culture programs, local board funded activities across all 

boards  or regional contestable grants 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable): 

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Enable a partial sale of our shares, maintaining a 10 per cent shareholding in AIAL 

(reducing our interest costs by around $40 million per year), and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why: Privatisation of business is harmful to the health of our city. 

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Proceed with the proposed increases to rates 

(4.66 per cent overall for the average value residential property) and debt (up to $75 million of additional debt) 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  
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b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with any reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: I do not agree with keeping the reduce public 

transport service. This is crucial in getting people out of their cars and reducing emissions. We cannot remove services 

from those in the community with the least privelage. Especially with the current high cost of living. There are many other 

ways to save money. For example selling publicity owned gold courses and getting golf courses to pay there share of 

rates. 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Proceed with the proposal to enable the sale of all our shares in AIAL and use the 

proceeds to reduce debt and therefore annual interest costs by around $87 million per year 

Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Proceed with the proposed increases to rates 

(4.66 per cent overall for the average value residential property) and debt (up to $75 million of additional debt) 

Tell us why: We should not be reducing water quality targets. 

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why:We need to have more spongy cities and look after the current water ways. More planting near water ways 

to soak up water. 

 

5. Local Boards 

Albert-Eden Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I support all priorities 

Tell us why:  
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If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Environmental restoration, volunteers and pest control, Community 
climate action and sustainability, Protection and restoration of local waterways 

Tell us why these are most important to you: It is very difficult to only pick three as they are all important. But climate 
change is very important and impacts on many other things. Funding the arts and community services is critical. 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

We need more bike lanes and more bike storage. A larger public transport system is also needed. 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Proceed with the proposed reductions 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any:  

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Proceed with the proposal to enable the sale of all our shares in AIAL and use the 

proceeds to reduce debt and therefore annual interest costs by around $87 million per year 

Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? I don't know 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Do not proceed with the proposal 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

Albert-Eden Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I do not support any priorities 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Parks planning, Parks maintenance (including mowing) 

Tell us why these are most important to you:  
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6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.   

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with any reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any:  

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  I don't know 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Set a lower general rates increase and make 

greater use of debt 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

Albert-Eden Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I support all priorities 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Community development and support, Environmental restoration, 
volunteers and pest control, Protection and restoration of local waterways 

Tell us why these are most important to you:  
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6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with any reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: Good public transport is absolutely vital to 

keep Auckland moving. With the upcoming raise of public transport fares, and with services overcrowded, it is not good 

news for those with alternatives. Also, public transport is important for those who have no alternative, such as mobility 

impaired people. 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Enable a partial sale of our shares, maintaining a 10 per cent shareholding in AIAL 

(reducing our interest costs by around $40 million per year), and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why: AIAL is a critical part of Auckland's transport gateway to the rest of the World, as well as within NZ. AIAL 

should be accountable to the people of Auckland, and the only way to do that is for Auckland Council to have a seat at 

the table. 

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Set a higher general rates increase and make 

less use of debt 

Tell us why: The increase of debt certainly would free up more cash now, but at a cost to Aucklanders later to service 

the debt - future parts of the rates would go into that servicing. Seems to be better to start 'saving' rates now and 

therefore raise them. 

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why:Auckland infrastructure is in a very poor state, with decades of underinvestment. We're now seeing the 

consequences of that. More investment needed now. 

 

5. Local Boards 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 
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Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

Services that the council and CCOs provide to external parties, such as new developments, are not always cost 

covering. From experience I estimate that around a quarter of staff time is not billed, and therefore an operational cost to 

the Council, where i 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with any reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: Do not proceed with arts cuts, or community 

services cuts. Introduce carbon taxes and cut support for cars. 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Don’t change the policy, keep all our shares and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why: Just don’t be dicks yo 

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Set a lower general rates increase and make 

greater use of debt 

Tell us why: Cut support for cars, oil and gas. Sort it out. 

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why:Reduce politician salaries. 

 

5. Local Boards 

Albert-Eden Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I support all priorities 

Tell us why: Community arts and environmental services should be the number one priority. 

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Community development and support, Local arts programmes, Activities 
provided by Sandringham and/or Pt Chevalier community centres 

Tell us why these are most important to you: Keep youth out of crime bro 
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6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.   

What do you think of these proposals? Don’t cut any funding to public transport. It’s already hot garbage. 

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

I repeat, make the city LESS CAR FRIENDLY. Want to save money? Don’t build new motorways. Want more money? 

Tax people for owning cars. Improve public transport. Arts funding should always stay at priority number one, think how 

much money it will bring to 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with any reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: Our city is not just a finance sheet. A thriving 

community relies on well-funded arts bodies, environmental protection, excellent public transport, childcare, and old-age 

care. I believe that if we fully support all these aspects of our city community, then financial well-being for the city is more 

likely as a result, rather than the opposite as posited in the council budget statement. More people will visit and want to 

stay, will pay to take part in events, businesses associated with the arts, environmental works etc, will flourish and the 

physical and mental health of our citizens will improve, reducing community costs related to an individual's ill-health. We 

all want to love the place we live in and be proud of it. Across the board dramatic cost-cutting will result in the opposite. 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Don’t change the policy, keep all our shares and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why: The selling of income-producing assets is simply short-term thinking, producing long-term pain. Yes, the 

sale of our airport shares will produce a one-off gain in capital, but it will also ensure the long-term, ongoing income from 

the shares is gone forev 

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Proceed with the proposed increases to rates 

(4.66 per cent overall for the average value residential property) and debt (up to $75 million of additional debt) 

Tell us why: A rates increase is inevitable, and seems necessary to help with maintaining a healthy, thriving city. 

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why:Climate change is real. We are experiencing it already, and need to build resilience. But this money should 

also be spent on better public transport, legal frameworks for greater tree protection and other environmental progress 

towards a city more equippe 
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5. Local Boards 

Albert-Eden Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I support all priorities 

Tell us why: When I read the list of funded activities that are threatened with reduction of scope, or even full cancellation 
in the Albert-Eden area, I feel despair and anger. Why is it that schemes to help vulnerable people and vulnerable 
environments are under thre 

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Local arts programmes, Environmental restoration, volunteers and pest 
control, Protection and restoration of local waterways 

Tell us why these are most important to you:  

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.   

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 
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interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with any reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: Reducing regional funding for the arts and 

libraries etc 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  I don't know 

Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Set a higher general rates increase and make 

less use of debt 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

Albert-Eden Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I support all priorities 

Tell us why: We want to prioritise cost effective transport options that support the Big Switch including:  

1. Pop-up bike lanes 

2. Low traffic neighbourhoods (creating safer streets) 

3. 30km speed limits around schools, high street retail areas and suburbs. 
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If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Local community events, Community climate action and sustainability, 
Library hours 

Tell us why these are most important to you: It’s clear that climate action is the most pressing issue of our lifetime. 
We all must play our part 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.   

What do you think of these proposals? We need more bus services not less. Can we have more bike lanes too 

please? 

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

Everyday more Aucklanders are choosing to switch from being stuck in traffic, to an easy bike ride. This switch should be 

supported by the council as one of the most effective ways of reducing household transport costs. With 67% of short trips 

under 5km b 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with any reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: None of the proposed reductions should be 

proceeded with. I am all for cutting inefficiencies in spending, as was promised, but these proposals are an indication that 

either these inefficiencies do not exist, or the mayor and council are not savvy enough to find them.  

Rates should be, at the very least, tied to inflation, and should take into account the fact that property owners have 

already been beneficiaries of hundreds of millions of dollars of untaxed capital gains in the form of monetary stimulus 

from the RBNZ (while renters have seen their housing costs increase significantly). The proposed reductions send a 

clear signal to Aucklanders that the priority of the council is to serve the interests of homeowners, and to do so at the 

expense of those less fortunate. 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Don’t change the policy, keep all our shares and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why: Selling shares is borrowing from future rate payers to subsidise home owners who don't want to pay their 

fair share now. It is shortsighted and unjust. 

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Set a higher general rates increase and make 

less use of debt 

Tell us why: Auckland council needs a vision for the future that is more than more borrowing and more rate cuts. The 

council has a responsibility to future Aucklanders and rate payers, and increasing debt is just handing over the bill to 

future rate payers. 

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why:Auckland desperately needs more infrastructure investment like this. 
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5. Local Boards 

Albert-Eden Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I support all priorities 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?)  

Tell us why these are most important to you:  

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with some reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any:  

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Enable a partial sale of our shares, maintaining a 10 per cent shareholding in AIAL 

(reducing our interest costs by around $40 million per year), and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Set a lower general rates increase and make 

greater use of debt 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Do not proceed with the proposal 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

Albert-Eden Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I do not support most priorities 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Community development and support, Protection and restoration of local 
waterways, Library hours 

Tell us why these are most important to you:  
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6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with any reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any:  

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Don’t change the policy, keep all our shares and further increase rates and/or debt 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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Tell us why: We already tried privatising our key  industries and it didn't work. 

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Set a higher general rates increase 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why:$20 million won't really cut it, unfortunately. We need a complete overhaul of drainage in several key flood 

prone areas. 

 

5. Local Boards 

Albert-Eden Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024?  

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Community development and support, Environmental restoration, 
volunteers and pest control, Library hours 

Tell us why these are most important to you:  
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6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.   

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Proceed with the proposed reductions 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any:  

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Proceed with the proposal to enable the sale of all our shares in AIAL and use the 

proceeds to reduce debt and therefore annual interest costs by around $87 million per year 

Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Set a higher general rates increase 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Do not proceed with the proposal 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

Albert-Eden Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I support most priorities 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Sports and activities in parks, Parks planning, Parks maintenance 
(including mowing) 

Tell us why these are most important to you:  
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6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.   

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with some reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: I am contesting "Reducing regional services 

such as community and education programmes, arts and culture programmes, regional events, economic development, 

and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community empowerment and funding for youth 

centres to save $20 million" 

As it's already so difficult for an art worker like myself to get income with the current set up and this policy would make it 

impossible. 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Proceed with the proposal to enable the sale of all our shares in AIAL and use the 

proceeds to reduce debt and therefore annual interest costs by around $87 million per year 

Tell us why: The trade off for the community would be invaluable. 

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Set a lower general rates increase and make 

greater use of debt 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why:Prevention is better than cure. 

 

5. Local Boards 

Albert-Eden Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I support all priorities 

Tell us why:  
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If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Sports and activities in parks, Temporarily or permanently close council 
venues, Community leasing charges 

Tell us why these are most important to you:  

Ōrākei Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I support most priorities 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Local community grants, Community leasing charges, Local facility hours 

Tell us why these are most important to you:  

In the Mayoral Proposal, agreed by the Governing Body, the proposed reduction in operating costs would require the 

Ōrākei Local Board to find $650,000 in savings in 2023/2024 from a discretionary budget of $1.4 million. In the time 

frame available to us this discretionary budget is the only one we can access to make these savings. We have proposed 

where these savings might come from and how they would effect the activities and services we provide in our supporting 

information (pages 158-161) 

.What do you think of the savings we've proposed across our activities and services? I don't know 

Tell us why:  

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 
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Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with some reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: Do not reduce Library services 

Do not reduce Local Board funded activities 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Proceed with the proposal to enable the sale of all our shares in AIAL and use the 

proceeds to reduce debt and therefore annual interest costs by around $87 million per year 

Tell us why: Auckand Council should get some independent expert advice about likely share price performance as to 

whether to sell all or part of Auckland Airport shares now (rather than relying on feedback from lay people like me). But if 

the substantial investment pr 

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Proceed with the proposed increases to rates 

(4.66 per cent overall for the average value residential property) and debt (up to $75 million of additional debt) 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why:We need to be better prepared going forward for severe weather. 

I am particularly concerned that the Albert-Eden-Puketāpapa Ward was very unprepared in the initial response to the 

Auckland Anniversary weekend severe weather. The Ward had the most red-stic 

 

5. Local Boards 

Albert-Eden Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I support all priorities 
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Tell us why: In my opinion, local boards are the best-positioned to know what their communities need and I would 
strongly recommend not cutting back on local board funding. 

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Community development and support, Sports and activities in parks, 
Library hours 

Tell us why these are most important to you: Libraries are very important, serving as community hubs and sources of 
information/services to our vulnerable, in difficult times. 

Albert-Eden has the least green space per capita so important that our parks can continue to provide for sports and 
activiti 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

I oppose large numbers of exotic trees being felled on the maunga all at once. 

This would remove habitat for birdlife/insects, remove shade for the replacement plantings (whose growth would be 

impaired – particularly as we experience more extreme climati 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with any reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any:  

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Don’t change the policy, keep all our shares and further increase rates and/or debt 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Set a higher general rates increase and make 

less use of debt 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Do not proceed with the proposal 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

Albert-Eden Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I support all priorities 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Community development and support, Local arts programmes, Protection 
and restoration of local waterways 

Tell us why these are most important to you:  
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6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

Keep CABs!!!! 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with any reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any:  

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Don’t change the policy, keep all our shares and further increase rates and/or debt 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Other 

Tell us why: Council should increase rates and make greater use of debt as appropriate in order to reject the proposed 

cuts to arts &amp; culture funding and protect the cultural wellbeing of Tāmaki Makaurau Auckland. 

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

Albert-Eden Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I support all priorities 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Local arts programmes, Community climate action and sustainability, 
Protection and restoration of local waterways 

Tell us why these are most important to you:  
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6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

The proposed Budget, which would reduce both investment and community participation in creative and cultural activities 

including music, does not achieve the fundamental purpose of Local Government. It poses an immense and imminent 

risk to our cultural we 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with some reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any:  

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Enable a partial sale of our shares, maintaining a 10 per cent shareholding in AIAL 

(reducing our interest costs by around $40 million per year), and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Make greater use of debt 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

Albert-Eden Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I support all priorities 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Local arts programmes, Parks planning, Community climate action and 
sustainability 

Tell us why these are most important to you:  
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6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

Spending on our climate resilience and also on improved infrastructure for the city is so key. Do not cut any of this! 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with some reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: Please, do not proceed with cuts to the 

regional services and child care. 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Proceed with the proposal to enable the sale of all our shares in AIAL and use the 

proceeds to reduce debt and therefore annual interest costs by around $87 million per year 

Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Proceed with the proposed increases to rates 

(4.66 per cent overall for the average value residential property) and debt (up to $75 million of additional debt) 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

Albert-Eden Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I support all priorities 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Local arts programmes, Environmental restoration, volunteers and pest 
control 
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Tell us why these are most important to you:  

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with any reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: Cutting funding on our arts and community 

funding will damage Auckland's livelihood.  

As a city, we should strive to bring communities together, create spaces for young and old, show off our art and our 

culture. We need to be accessible, so keeping our public transport the same is also a terrible idea. Studies show that 

accessible public transport actually injects money into the economy.  

We can't just be a city with no soul. 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Don’t change the policy, keep all our shares and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why: Countries and cities aren't businesses. It is fine to run on a deficit if it means having a stake on our own 

airport. 

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Set a higher general rates increase 

Tell us why: We need to fix our infrastructure, and by and large the people who are saying no to rate increases are 

companies and homeowners who are incentivised to keep as much profit or wealth as possible. 

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why:We need to fix the problem asap. Otherwise this will be the new normal. 

 

5. Local Boards 

Albert-Eden Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I support all priorities 

Tell us why:  
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If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Community development and support, Environmental restoration, 
volunteers and pest control, Community climate action and sustainability 

Tell us why these are most important to you:  

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with some reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: Point 2- Tataki Auckland: Our tourism is 

struggling - cost's for visitors need to remain where they're at until there's global economy optimism 

Point 3. - Regional Services - Auckland Citizens Advice Bureau  has been providing free advice and services for nearly 

52 years 

I strongly appose any funding severance to ACB and hardship funding foremost. 

 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  I don't know 

Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Set a lower general rates increase and make 

greater use of debt 

Tell us why: I'm a renter and locked out of home ownership in my lifetime. 

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why:I support any increase they will safeguard swift response to effected industry, health, power, 

communications and roading 

 

5. Local Boards 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 
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Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

I'm upset by the state Queen Street has fallen. The Imax event centre should be investigated it's fire hazard and - 

appearance wise to any passing tourist - visual embarrassment. The amount of shop vacancies and disappearance of 

fast food options in the C 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Proceed with the proposed reductions 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any:  

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Enable a partial sale of our shares, maintaining a 10 per cent shareholding in AIAL 

(reducing our interest costs by around $40 million per year), and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Proceed with the proposed increases to rates 

(4.66 per cent overall for the average value residential property) and debt (up to $75 million of additional debt) 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

Albert-Eden Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I support all priorities 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Parks planning, Environmental restoration, volunteers and pest control, 
Parks maintenance (including mowing) 
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Tell us why these are most important to you:  

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.   

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

Maybe increase street parking rates to discourage car use and encourage alternative travel. Also would like to see if 

there is any plan around cycle paths and making sure they are high priority 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with some reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: Do not proceed with public transport 

reductions, we need PT options Auckland wide to connect the community. 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Proceed with the proposal to enable the sale of all our shares in AIAL and use the 

proceeds to reduce debt and therefore annual interest costs by around $87 million per year 

Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Proceed with the proposed increases to rates 

(4.66 per cent overall for the average value residential property) and debt (up to $75 million of additional debt) 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

Albert-Eden Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I support all priorities 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Community climate action and sustainability 

Tell us why these are most important to you:  
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6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

Climate &amp; community 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with any reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: Don't proceed with all of the reductions and 

get rid of public golf courses, you'd save more money and less people would be affected. 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  I don't know 

Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Set a higher general rates increase 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Do not proceed with the proposal 

Tell us why:Increase by more than 20million 

 

5. Local Boards 

Albert-Eden Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024?  

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Environmental restoration, volunteers and pest control, Community 
climate action and sustainability, Activities provided by Sandringham and/or Pt Chevalier community centres 

Tell us why these are most important to you:  
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Ōrākei Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024?  

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Environmental programme volunteers, Environmental restoration and 
pest control, Protection and restoration of local waterways 

Tell us why these are most important to you:  

In the Mayoral Proposal, agreed by the Governing Body, the proposed reduction in operating costs would require the 

Ōrākei Local Board to find $650,000 in savings in 2023/2024 from a discretionary budget of $1.4 million. In the time 

frame available to us this discretionary budget is the only one we can access to make these savings. We have proposed 

where these savings might come from and how they would effect the activities and services we provide in our supporting 

information (pages 158-161) 

.What do you think of the savings we've proposed across our activities and services? Do not support 

Tell us why:  

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

Basically I would not like to reduce funding in any area except for golf courses, get rid of them, turn them into housing 

and greenspaces that everyone can use not just a few rich pricks who want to whack a ball twice the size of their nuts 

around a cours 
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Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with any reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any:  

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Don’t change the policy, keep all our shares and further increase rates and/or debt 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Set a higher general rates increase 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Do not proceed with the proposal 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   
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Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.   

What do you think of these proposals? I think a lower price for changing of bin size would be more amicable. 

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with any reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: Busses and public transportation are vital to 

the city’s economy! We need better working conditions for bus drivers and we need more busses back on the road. It is 

literally costing us millions because we’re always stuck in traffic in our cars and it’s destroying Auckland’s economy. 

Business are losing money over this issue. 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Proceed with the proposal to enable the sale of all our shares in AIAL and use the 

proceeds to reduce debt and therefore annual interest costs by around $87 million per year 

Tell us why: It’s an international airport - the governnment should contribute more 

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Set a higher general rates increase 

Tell us why: Higher rates increase could free up some money to keep our city’s parks and rivers alive and well. It could 

also contribute to building a better public transport network and support for disabled or elderly facilities. 

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

Albert-Eden Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I support all priorities 

Tell us why:  
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If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Sports and activities in parks, Community climate action and 
sustainability, Protection and restoration of local waterways 

Tell us why these are most important to you:  

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Other 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: Reduce expenditure non-critical spending 

such as reducing the Tūpuna Maunga Authority budget 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  I don't know 

Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Set a lower general rates increase and make 

greater use of debt 

Tell us why: Cost of living 

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? I don't know 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

Albert-Eden Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I do not support most priorities 

Tell us why: Reduce expenditure non-critical spending such as reducing the Tūpuna Maunga Authority budget 

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Library hours 

Tell us why these are most important to you:  
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Waitematā Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I do not support any priorities 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Library opening hours and services 

Tell us why these are most important to you:  

Do you think there are other areas where we could make savings to our local budgets? Reduce expenditure non-
critical spending such as reducing the Tūpuna Maunga Authority budget 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.   

What do you think of these proposals? Reduce expenditure non-critical spending such as reducing the Tūpuna 

Maunga Authority budget 

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

Reduce expenditure non-critical spending such as reducing the Tūpuna Maunga Authority budget 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 
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interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with any reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any:  

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Enable a partial sale of our shares, maintaining a 10 per cent shareholding in AIAL 

(reducing our interest costs by around $40 million per year), and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Proceed with the proposed increases to rates 

(4.66 per cent overall for the average value residential property) and debt (up to $75 million of additional debt) 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

Albert-Eden Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I support all priorities 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Community development and support, Local community events, 
Community climate action and sustainability 
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Tell us why these are most important to you:  

Puketāpapa Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024?  I support all priorities 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Local community events, Activities in parks and parks planning, 
Community climate action and sustainability 

Tell us why these are most important to you:  

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.   

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with any reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: This budget is ridiculous, this is an under 

hand politically motivated excuse to slash and burn any social services which in the long run if successfully implemented 

will cost this city dearly !   Please look at this again with more intellect. 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Don’t change the policy, keep all our shares and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why: Short sighted. 

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Make greater use of debt 

Tell us why: I dispute the debt limit calculations? I would raise the debt more and rates a little more if necessary to save 

services. 

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why:If we don't we'll be paying more later 

 

5. Local Boards 

Albert-Eden Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I support all priorities 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?)  

Tell us why these are most important to you: They're all equally important. 
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6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.   

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

Please rethink this plan with the long term in mind and consider the implications of what is fundamentally a  plan based 

on economic myths. 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with any reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: DO NOT CUT FUNDING DEFINITELY 

RAISE RATES AND LEVERAGE DEBT 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?   

Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt?  

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms?  

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   
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Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with any reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any:  

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Enable a partial sale of our shares, maintaining a 10 per cent shareholding in AIAL 

(reducing our interest costs by around $40 million per year), and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Set a higher general rates increase 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

Albert-Eden Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I support all priorities 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Programmes and activations in Epsom Community Centre, Activities 
provided by Sandringham and/or Pt Chevalier community centres 

Tell us why these are most important to you:  
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6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with any reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: Do NOT defund Tataki Auckland Limited and 

the zoo and arts! Do not disestablish library services and librarians, do not reduce rubbish collection and public toilets, 

youth centres and homeless services!!!!! Do not reduce public transport 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Don’t change the policy, keep all our shares and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Proceed with the proposed increases to rates 

(4.66 per cent overall for the average value residential property) and debt (up to $75 million of additional debt) 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

Albert-Eden Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I support most priorities 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Community development and support, Community climate action and 
sustainability, Activities provided by Sandringham and/or Pt Chevalier community centres 
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Tell us why these are most important to you: Because climate change is real! And community centres like Citizen 
Advice Bureau are vital 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.   

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

We cannot cut social services to youth and homeless. We must continue with action against climate change. Increase 

debt or raise rates 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with any reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: I oppose any reduction in funding for sporting 

and educational programmes.  I oppose reducing the funding for libraries, Citizens Advice Bureaus and programmes 

which support people who are homeless. 

These services and events provide the very life-blood of our communities, and they define who we are as a city.   I 

completely disagree with any reduction in financial support because we have a moral duty to build community through 

sport, education and social support. 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Proceed with the proposal to enable the sale of all our shares in AIAL and use the 

proceeds to reduce debt and therefore annual interest costs by around $87 million per year 

Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Make greater use of debt 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Do not proceed with the proposal 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

Albert-Eden Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I do not support any priorities 

Tell us why:  
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If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Sports and activities in parks, Protection and restoration of local 
waterways, Library hours 

Tell us why these are most important to you:  

Waitākere Ranges Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I do not support any priorities 

Tell us why: It feels as though this is a foregone conclusion...reduction in spending.  The Waitakere Ranges are 
essential for the whole of Auckland in helping to catch water, protect from prevailing weather systems, and building a 
forested area that will reduce our c 

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Environmental activities e.g. pest control and wildlife protection on west 
coast beaches, Climate action and sustainability initiatives, Local parks and facilities maintenance 

Tell us why these are most important to you:  

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.   

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 
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Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with some reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any:  

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Don’t change the policy, keep all our shares and further increase rates and/or debt 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Set a higher general rates increase and make 

less use of debt 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? I don't know 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

Albert-Eden Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I do not support most priorities 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Local community events, Programmes and activations in Epsom 
Community Centre, Parks maintenance (including mowing) 

Tell us why these are most important to you:  
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6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with any reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: I support the alternative 'A Better Budget for 

Auckland' which proposes increasing rates and borrowing more and retaining all assets and services. I believe this is 

largely an engineered crisis which has been greatly exaggerated. Auckland has a good credit rating and is not near its 

debt ceiling. Furthermore, we are currently in a climate crisis, biodiversity is declining, and water quality is terrible. This is 

not the time to be making cuts to programs addressing these issues. 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Don’t change the policy, keep all our shares and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why: Selling the airport shares would be the worst possible outcome for the city and would lead to much larger 

rates rises in future to make up the shortfall. Prior to the pandemic these assets were returning 22.6% per year. It is 

deliberately misleading to st 

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Other 

Tell us why: I support a greater increase to both rates and debt, as proposed in the 'Better Budget for Auckland'. 

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why:Auckland will be exposed to more and more cyclones and other weather events induced by climate change 

 

5. Local Boards 

Albert-Eden Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I support most priorities 

Tell us why: I would like to see a greater focus on conservation and climate action initiatives. We are currently 
experiencing a human induced extinction event and it is our responsibility to protect the remaining species of native flora 
and fauna. 
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If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Environmental restoration, volunteers and pest control, Community 
climate action and sustainability, Protection and restoration of local waterways 

Tell us why these are most important to you: We are currently in a climate crisis, biodiversity is declining, and water 
quality is terrible. This is not the time to be making cuts to programs addressing these issues. 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.   

What do you think of these proposals? I support greater investment in public transport, walking, and cycling 

infrastructure and programs. We are in a climate emergency and cannot further delay climate action. 

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

'- Do not sell the airport shares or any assets. The claim that these shares do not return a dividend is deliberately 

misleading. Prior to the pandemic these were returning 22.6% per year, much higher than the interest rate. I prefer an 

increase to rates 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with any reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: No cuts are worth the cost. The examples 

provided are absurd; it's a list of crucial services (public transport, community &amp; education services) and propose to 

reduce funding to the events and activity that make our city a place to live and visit -- debt/increased rates are preferable. 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Don’t change the policy, keep all our shares and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why: Selling assets in order to service debt is an entirely unacceptable idea - especially when the asset 

proposed for sale usually makes a great return (over 22%!), at least when there isn't a global health crisis where both 

regional and international travel 

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Other 

Tell us why: Do both: charge more rates, take on more debt. Our city, home to a third of New Zealand's people, is a 

good bet. We need to invest in our people, our infrastructure, and our environment. 

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

Albert-Eden Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I support all priorities 

Tell us why: I support the priorities (vague as they are) but I am deeply concerned about the list of programmes that are 
suggested for budget reduction/elimination: swimming lessons for Y1&amp;2 in low decile schools? Pest/weed control 
and park restoration programmes 
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If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Community development and support, Environmental restoration, 
volunteers and pest control, Library hours 

Tell us why these are most important to you: There's a climate crisis. We need to continue to invest in our 
environment, while ensuring our people have access to services and CAB/libraries. 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.   

What do you think of these proposals? I am concerned about nearly immediately changing the purpose of the CATR. 

It is crucially important - not only to reduce frustration &amp; congestion and for our climate goals, but also for public 

health reasons - that we continue to fund, and increase fu 

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

I would like to reiterate I support increasing the debt and our rates, and that we should not reduce services nor sell our 

AIAL shares. Our libraries, parks, events, public transport, Citizen Advice Bureaus, festivals, unhoused people supports, 

venues -- 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with some reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: Do not reduce regional services such as 

community and education programmes, arts and culture programmes, regional events, economic development, and 

other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community empowerment and funding for youth centres to 

save $20 million. These are important for looking after our vulnerable people and generally creating thriving supportive 

Auckland communities. 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  I don't know 

Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Set a higher general rates increase 

Tell us why: The annualized cost of a rates increase is not onerous for working people, and the elderly or others who 

may difficulty paying rates have access to payment plans and subsidies. 

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

Albert-Eden Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I support most priorities 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Community development and support, Sports and activities in parks, 
Parks maintenance (including mowing) 
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Tell us why these are most important to you: Important to support the most vulnerable in our community i.e. 
supporting kids to learn to swim. 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.   

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

Look after our libraries, they are an immensely valuable public service and cuts hurt all of us. 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Proceed with the proposed reductions 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any:  

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Proceed with the proposal to enable the sale of all our shares in AIAL and use the 

proceeds to reduce debt and therefore annual interest costs by around $87 million per year 

Tell us why: No reason for council to own shares in a business 

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Other 

Tell us why: Lower rates increase and lower spending 

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Do not proceed with the proposal 

Tell us why:No point preparing for a 1 in 100 year event 

 

5. Local Boards 

Albert-Eden Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I don't know 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Sports and activities in parks, Protection and restoration of local 
waterways, Parks maintenance (including mowing) 

Tell us why these are most important to you:  
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6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals? Get rid of climate action send and rates. It will have no impact since we have a 

co2 cap anyway 

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with any reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: Not reduce any of the suggested or grammar 

or facilities. 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Enable a partial sale of our shares, maintaining a 10 per cent shareholding in AIAL 

(reducing our interest costs by around $40 million per year), and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why: Preferable option then other proposed cuts 

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Set a lower general rates increase and make 

greater use of debt 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why:Auckland is woefully under prepared for such events 

 

5. Local Boards 

Albert-Eden Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I support all priorities 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Local arts programmes, Parks planning, Parks maintenance (including 
mowing) 
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Tell us why these are most important to you:  

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals? These changes are largely targeted at the services that provide community 

connection and quality of life as well as essential  services such as literacy ( libraries). Do not reduce Aucklamd to a th 

IRD world city without culture, education, natural resour 

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Other 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: ALL OF THEM 

How about we give Councillors a big pay cut for starters. Raise the rates on people who own multiple houses in Auckland 

instead of holding them to the same standard as someone who’s just bought their first home. 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Don’t change the policy, keep all our shares and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Other 

Tell us why: Increase the rates of people who own multiple houses in Auckland. Don’t hold them to the same standard 

as a one house owner as their financial and profitability bars are set a completely different heights. 

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Do not proceed with the proposal 

Tell us why:Surely most of the affected areas are insured. Even they aren’t, you can’t take from the poor to give to the 

poor. 

 

5. Local Boards 

Albert-Eden Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I do not support most priorities 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Community development and support, Protection and restoration of local 
waterways, Library hours 

Tell us why these are most important to you:  
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Aotea/Great Barrier Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I do not support most priorities 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Environmental restoration and pest control, Protection and restoration of 
local waterways, Local waste minimisation programmes including construction waste coordination 

Tell us why these are most important to you:  

Devonport-Takapuna Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I do not support most priorities 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Library opening hours and services, Arts / community programmes and 
services, Funding support for youth activities 

Tell us why these are most important to you:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services would you be prepared to have 
funding reduced for? (i.e. which are least important to you?) Environmental volunteers in local parks, Open space 
low mow / no mow areas, Charges relating to community leases and licences 

Franklin Local Board  

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I do not support most priorities  

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Community delivery programmes e.g. school holiday and community 
garden programmes, Arts and culture programmes, Youth connection programme 

Tell us why these are most important to you:  

Our communities have told us that providing a network of pathways (walkways and cycleways) between and within 
our local villages and town centres will help locals access services and facilities, and live healthy active lifestyles.    

Our budgets cannot deliver a network of this scale without additional funding such as via a targeted rate. To implement a 
new rate, we would have to investigate further and consult with you again in a future Annual Budget process. 

Do you think we should investigate a local targeted rate to fund a network of pathways across the Franklin Local 

Board area? I don't know 

Henderson-Massey Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024?  I do not support most priorities 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Local community and civic events, including ANZAC events, Funding and 
grants for arts centres and partners, Protection and restoration of local waterways, and ecological volunteers in parts 
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Tell us why these are most important to you:  

 

Hibiscus and Bays Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I do not support most priorities 

Tell us why: 

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Community climate action and sustainability, Local community grants, 
Protection and restoration of local waterways 

Tell us why these are most important to you:  

Howick Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I do not support most priorities 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Environmental education, Protection and restoration of local waterways, 
Environmental restoration and pest control 

Tell us why these are most important to you:  

Kaipātiki Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024?  I do not support most priorities 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Funding arts and culture groups, Local community grants, Youth 
programmes 

Tell us why these are most important to you:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services would you be prepared to have 
funding reduced for? (i.e. which are least important to you?):Parks programme volunteers 

Māngere-Ōtāhuhu Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I do not support most priorities 

Tell us why:  

Please rank our proposed local board priorities from most to least important to you: 

Rank Proposed Priorities 

0 
Investing in initiatives to reduce the impact of climate change, including tree planting, education 

programmes and environmental volunteers  

0 Continue to provide residents with better quality facilities, parks and open spaces 

0 Promoting activities to showcase our local arts and culture talent into career pathways 
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Rank Proposed Priorities 

0 
Continue to identify procurement, quality employment and social enterprise opportunities for our 

residents 

0 Improving the well-being of our locals by supporting our local economy to become more efficient, 
resilient, and sustainable through our reduced budget 

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?)  

Tell us why these are most important to you:  

How do you think we could support our communities to be better prepared and resilient to extreme weather 
events like the recent Auckland storm?  

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.   

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with any reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: '- no cuts in public transport (counter 

productive) 

- reducing local, community and regional services? are you saying they are unimportant when services at this level are 

vital?) 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Proceed with the proposal to enable the sale of all our shares in AIAL and use the 

proceeds to reduce debt and therefore annual interest costs by around $87 million per year 

Tell us why: days are past when we need a shareholding in the airport 

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Set a lower general rates increase and make 

greater use of debt 

Tell us why: '- don't reduce the targetted natural environment and water quality rates (counter productive for our future) 

- freeze rate split between buisnesss and residential for 3 years 

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why:It's a form of insurance against future/repeat storms. Ensure it is not just replacement of damaged but 

investment for future protection 

 

5. Local Boards 

Albert-Eden Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I do not support most priorities 

Tell us why: Why cut local/community funding when it is our lifeblood? 
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If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?)  

Tell us why these are most important to you: All are needed to ensure a healthy flourishing community. These things 
should never be optional to cut or increase at will. 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals? 1 &amp; 2 pose dangers in disincentivising the very people being targetted. 

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Other 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: Do not proceed with any reductions and 

instead unfreeze the Water Quality and Natural Environment Targeted Rates, increase borrowing, and maintain the 

general rates package.  

Don't cut funding for community projects. There's many citizens and communities that rely on these services to better 

their lives. We cannot apply austerity measures that will make the poor poorer and make it harder for them to lift 

themselves out of a bad situation. (e.g. CAB services, library hours, early childhood education services). Cutting culture 

and arts is equally destructive. 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Don’t change the policy, keep all our shares and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why: If we sell of assets we decrease our portfolio, making Auckland Council literally worth less. Selling gives too 

much power to private shareholders over essential infrastructure. 

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Other 

Tell us why: Why would you elect to reduce rates for Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality 

Targeted Rate (WQTR)?  This is valuable added revenue.  

Increase general rates as proposed AND increase debt to avoid cutting community funding. Auckland ra 

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why:These events and others (fires and droughts) will become more frequent. We need to adapt to the climate 

crisis. 

 

5. Local Boards 

Albert-Eden Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I support all priorities 
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Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Community climate action and sustainability, Protection and restoration of 
local waterways, Library hours 

Tell us why these are most important to you: I find much more than 3 important and do disagree with how this gives 
me a "false dichotamy" of choosing 3 activities, when council could just not cut funding to Local Boards. 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.   

What do you think of these proposals? We have to increase bus services and not decrease them! I personally know 

people who are more or less stranded at their homes because of recent bus service cuts. We can't rely more on 

individual transport in these times. 

Also council could continue to inv 

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

No community funding cuts pleeeeeeeease. These are austerity measures. They don't work. You just have to look at the 

UK for that. Council would be complicit in increasing the divide between rich and poor in our city. We need affordable and 

practical publi 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Proceed with the proposed reductions 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: Proceed with all. 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Proceed with the proposal to enable the sale of all our shares in AIAL and use the 

proceeds to reduce debt and therefore annual interest costs by around $87 million per year 

Tell us why: Local Government should not be in the airport business. 

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Set a lower general rates increase and make 

greater use of debt 

Tell us why: Rates have gone up at greater than the rate of inflation ever since the super city was formed. TIME TO 

STOP! 

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Do not proceed with the proposal 

Tell us why:Find the money elsewhere. Decimate the staff earning more than $150,000. That's fire 1 in 10. 

 

5. Local Boards 

Albert-Eden Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I do not support most priorities 

Tell us why: This is all feel good stuff. Do something practical and save some money. 

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Sports and activities in parks, Parks maintenance (including mowing), 
Library hours 
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Tell us why these are most important to you: Because they are facilities that the people who live here actually use. 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals? Make waste management user pays so that people who minimize their waste 

using composting and recycling are better off than those who just chuck everything in the bin. 

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

The destruction of trees on Mt Albert is a disgrace and Council must not support this in a climate emergency. Funding for 

the Tūpuna Maunga Authority should be no more that what is required for basic maintenance. 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with any reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: The city breathes is culture. It needs its 

culture and life. You definitely cannot cut Tatake Auckland Unlimited 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Don’t change the policy, keep all our shares and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why: You need to have a part to play in your own airport surely.. it's the main international airport for NZ 

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Proceed with the proposed increases to rates 

(4.66 per cent overall for the average value residential property) and debt (up to $75 million of additional debt) 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Do not proceed with the proposal 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

Albert-Eden Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I do not support any priorities 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Community development and support, Local arts programmes, Local 
community events 

Tell us why these are most important to you: They help people breathe in a city 
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6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.   

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with some reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: Homelessness is a major Issue , Local Board 

activites should continue to reduce the Us and Them thinking Bolstering the local boards funding to support buy in.  

Social services activities such as homelessness funding,community empowerment and funding for youth centres should 

all be maintained, I am happy to pay more to maintain the good work that is already being done. 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Enable a partial sale of our shares, maintaining a 10 per cent shareholding in AIAL 

(reducing our interest costs by around $40 million per year), and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why: My approach would be the wiser option. 

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Make greater use of debt 

Tell us why: Think of our future and invest in Economic development initiatives that encourage SME to grow of the 

investment in the Rebuild of housing etc preparing ourselves for a more resiliant community. 

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why:Totally appropriate. I would be happy to work harder and longer to fund this. 

 

5. Local Boards 

Albert-Eden Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I do not support most priorities 

Tell us why: DO NOT REDUUCE funding to the out lying areas of the Auckland Istmus This will only prevent discontent 
and frustration about hte Central and close lying suburbs will GET all the funding because THEY shout the loudest at the 
their get togethers in the Pubs 

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?)  
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Tell us why these are most important to you:  

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with some reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any:  

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Enable a partial sale of our shares, maintaining a 10 per cent shareholding in AIAL 

(reducing our interest costs by around $40 million per year), and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Set a higher general rates increase 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

Albert-Eden Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I support most priorities 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?)  

Tell us why these are most important to you:  
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6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with some reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any:  

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Enable a partial sale of our shares, maintaining a 10 per cent shareholding in AIAL 

(reducing our interest costs by around $40 million per year), and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Make greater use of debt 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

Albert-Eden Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I support most priorities 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?)  

Tell us why these are most important to you:  
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6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with some reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any:  

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Enable a partial sale of our shares, maintaining a 10 per cent shareholding in AIAL 

(reducing our interest costs by around $40 million per year), and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Proceed with the proposed increases to rates 

(4.66 per cent overall for the average value residential property) and debt (up to $75 million of additional debt) 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

Albert-Eden Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I support all priorities 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?)  

Tell us why these are most important to you:  
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6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with some reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: I don't agree to reducing so much local 

funded activities as we value them so that we can enjoy and share our diversity within the communities. 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Enable a partial sale of our shares, maintaining a 10 per cent shareholding in AIAL 

(reducing our interest costs by around $40 million per year), and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Proceed with the proposed increases to rates 

(4.66 per cent overall for the average value residential property) and debt (up to $75 million of additional debt) 

Tell us why: With the increase of rates and debt, the Council more revenue can be spent on high demand items. 

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

Albert-Eden Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I support most priorities 

Tell us why: Priorities. 

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?)  
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Tell us why these are most important to you: Reducing local board funded activities, arts and culture, social services 
activities. 

These activities enable us to live together in harmony, share our diversity and be inclusive. 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.   

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with any reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any:  

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Proceed with the proposal to enable the sale of all our shares in AIAL and use the 

proceeds to reduce debt and therefore annual interest costs by around $87 million per year 

Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Set a lower general rates increase and make 

greater use of debt 

Tell us why: People living in Auckland are already suffeing from increasing rates. 

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Do not proceed with the proposal 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

Albert-Eden Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? Other 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?)  

Tell us why these are most important to you:  
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6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

Please charge income tax for the subsidy for Auckland Transport staff. It is equal for everyone to pay for income tax. 

Chinese community needs to have more fundings for community enhancement and mental health. 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with some reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: Don't reduce childcare and community 

activities and fundings. 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable): EZEWT 

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Enable a partial sale of our shares, maintaining a 10 per cent shareholding in AIAL 

(reducing our interest costs by around $40 million per year), and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Set a lower general rates increase and make 

greater use of debt 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

Puketāpapa Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024?  I support all priorities 

Tell us why: Do not reduce all the fundings. 

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?)  

Tell us why these are most important to you:  
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6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with some reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: Don't reduce childcare facilities and all 

community activities or fundings. 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable): EZEWT 

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Enable a partial sale of our shares, maintaining a 10 per cent shareholding in AIAL 

(reducing our interest costs by around $40 million per year), and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Set a lower general rates increase and make 

greater use of debt 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

Albert-Eden Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I support all priorities 

Tell us why: Don't call all fundings. 

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?)  

Tell us why these are most important to you:  
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6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with some reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any:  

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Don’t change the policy, keep all our shares and further increase rates and/or debt 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? I don't know 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

Albert-Eden Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I do not support any priorities 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?)  

Tell us why these are most important to you:  
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6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with any reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: DO not cut social services. 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Enable a partial sale of our shares, maintaining a 10 per cent shareholding in AIAL 

(reducing our interest costs by around $40 million per year), and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Set a lower general rates increase and make 

greater use of debt 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

Albert-Eden Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I support all priorities 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?)  

Tell us why these are most important to you: DO not cut funding for local boards. 
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6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.   

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with any reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: Do not cut community and childcare funding. 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Enable a partial sale of our shares, maintaining a 10 per cent shareholding in AIAL 

(reducing our interest costs by around $40 million per year), and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Set a lower general rates increase and make 

greater use of debt 

Tell us why: Lower rates for residents. 

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

Albert-Eden Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I support all priorities 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?)  

Tell us why these are most important to you: DO not cut local board funding. 
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6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Proceed with the proposed reductions 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any:  

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  I don't know 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? I don't know 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? I don't know 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

Albert-Eden Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I don't know 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?)  

Tell us why these are most important to you:  

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 
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Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Other 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: Please do not cut any education money. and 

do not increase anything 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable): NZ Ethnic Women's Trust 

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Proceed with the proposal to enable the sale of all our shares in AIAL and use the 

proceeds to reduce debt and therefore annual interest costs by around $87 million per year 

Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? I don't know 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why:I think it's important for this money to use for waste disposal and emergency management. 

 

5. Local Boards 

Albert-Eden Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I support most priorities 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?)  

Tell us why these are most important to you:  
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6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

Clean water - I think to use some of this money for clean water. 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with any reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: Do not cut or proceed with any reduction and 

do not increase rates or debt. 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable): NZ Ethnic Women's Trust 

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Enable a partial sale of our shares, maintaining a 10 per cent shareholding in AIAL 

(reducing our interest costs by around $40 million per year), and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why: Enable a partial sale of our shares maintaining a 10 per cent shareholding in AIAL (reducing our interest 

cossts by around440 million per year) and further increase rates and/or debt 

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Set a higher general rates increase 

Tell us why: lower interest debt 

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why:Agree to proceed storm clean up 

 

5. Local Boards 

Albert-Eden Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I support all priorities 

Tell us why: We support local board activities 

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?)  

Tell us why these are most important to you: Do not cut local board funding 
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6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with any reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any:  

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Don’t change the policy, keep all our shares and further increase rates and/or debt 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Make greater use of debt 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Do not proceed with the proposal 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

Albert-Eden Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I do not support any priorities 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?)  

Tell us why these are most important to you:  

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 
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Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with some reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: Regional services - a lot more needed 

compared to other reductions. 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Enable a partial sale of our shares, maintaining a 10 per cent shareholding in AIAL 

(reducing our interest costs by around $40 million per year), and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Set a higher general rates increase 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

Albert-Eden Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024?  

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?)  

Tell us why these are most important to you: Educational programmes + local facilities 
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6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Other 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: Do not cut social services 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Other 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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Tell us why: Do not cut social services 

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Set a lower general rates increase and make 

greater use of debt 

Tell us why: Lower residential tax 

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Other 

Tell us why:Do not cut social services 

 

5. Local Boards 

Albert-Eden Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I support all priorities 

Tell us why: We support local board activities 

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?)  

Tell us why these are most important to you: Local board essential 
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6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Other 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: Do not cut social services 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Other 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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Tell us why: Do not cut social services 

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Set a lower general rates increase and make 

greater use of debt 

Tell us why: Lower interest rates and debt 

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why:Agree to fund storm clean up 

 

5. Local Boards 

Albert-Eden Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I support all priorities 

Tell us why: We support local board activities 

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?)  

Tell us why these are most important to you: Do not cut local board funding 
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6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with any reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any:  

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Don’t change the policy, keep all our shares and further increase rates and/or debt 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Set a lower general rates increase and make 

greater use of debt 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

Albert-Eden Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I do not support any priorities 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?)  

Tell us why these are most important to you:  
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6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.   

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with some reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: I do not think council services should be cut, 

they are all vital. 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Don’t change the policy, keep all our shares and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why: keeping public assets is important for wellbeing of future generations.. 

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Set a higher general rates increase 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

Albert-Eden Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I support all priorities 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?)  

Tell us why these are most important to you:  
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6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

I support increasing rates to enable council to carry on its important work. 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with any reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: Social services are important so don't cut 

these. 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Enable a partial sale of our shares, maintaining a 10 per cent shareholding in AIAL 

(reducing our interest costs by around $40 million per year), and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why: Partial sale 

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Set a lower general rates increase and make 

greater use of debt 

Tell us why: We need lower interest rates and debt 

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

Albert-Eden Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I support all priorities 

Tell us why: Supporting local board 

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?)  

Tell us why these are most important to you:  
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6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with any reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any:  

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Proceed with the proposal to enable the sale of all our shares in AIAL and use the 

proceeds to reduce debt and therefore annual interest costs by around $87 million per year 

Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Make greater use of debt 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

Albert-Eden Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I do not support any priorities 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?)  

Tell us why these are most important to you:  
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6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with any reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any:  

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Proceed with the proposal to enable the sale of all our shares in AIAL and use the 

proceeds to reduce debt and therefore annual interest costs by around $87 million per year 

Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Make greater use of debt 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

Albert-Eden Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I do not support any priorities 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?)  

Tell us why these are most important to you:  
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6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Other 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: Do not cut community services, child care 

and youth. 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Other 

Tell us why: Do not cut social services. 

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Set a lower general rates increase and make 

greater use of debt 

Tell us why: Lower interest rates and debt. 

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why:Agree to fund storm clean up. 

 

5. Local Boards 

Albert-Eden Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I support all priorities 

Tell us why: We support local board activities. 

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?)  

Tell us why these are most important to you: Do not cut local board funding. 
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6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Other 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: Do not cut social services. 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Enable a partial sale of our shares, maintaining a 10 per cent shareholding in AIAL 

(reducing our interest costs by around $40 million per year), and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why: Do not cut social services. 

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Set a lower general rates increase and make 

greater use of debt 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why:Agree to fund storm clean up. 

 

5. Local Boards 

Albert-Eden Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I support all priorities 

Tell us why: We support local board activities. 

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?)  

Tell us why these are most important to you: Do not cut local board funding. 
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6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with some reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: tataki wastes a lot of $$$ on tourism/ real 

estate/ corporate opportunities. but it is essential to fund zoo, art gallery etc. 

Parks + community events are needed to lift Aucklanders' spirits. Also spending on poorer suburbs - south / west 

Auckland which have missed out on $ projects for so long. 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Don’t change the policy, keep all our shares and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why: Stop selling every asset. look at the mess / corporate driven abuse that is Port of Auckland. Ratepayers get 

a raw deal every time. and Wayne brown is an awful leader, no consensus / cooperative skills who gets fixated on 

issues. I am so sorry I voted for 

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Set a higher general rates increase 

Tell us why: storm wastewater / water quality should be a top priority. Years of non-investment! Needed now to build 

some resilience to climate worsening conditions caused by us. 

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why:As previous page (storm wastewater / water quality should be a top priority. Years of non-investment! 

Needed now to build some resilience to climate worsening conditions caused by us. ) 

 

5. Local Boards 

Albert-Eden Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? Other 
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Tell us why: as Wayne Brown acting as boss of all, and councillors / senior management somewhat dysfunctional, I 
think Local boards are good as making local decisions and prioritizing. 

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?)  

Tell us why these are most important to you:  

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

Very impressed by council / AEM response to Jan / Feb storms and flooding. impossible task but all the staff I 

encountered were very responsive and proactive. Centralized 0800# worked well. 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Proceed with the proposed reductions 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: Not sure about removing early childhood 

education.   Reduce number of  large buses in day time and have smaller cheaper mini buses. 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Enable a partial sale of our shares, maintaining a 10 per cent shareholding in AIAL 

(reducing our interest costs by around $40 million per year), and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why: Depending who you sold airport to but I think government or council should make conditions on what a 

foreign entity could do if they bought it. 

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Other 

Tell us why: I don't think 4.66% increase is too bad but borrowing 75m is inflationary and should be avoided. Councils 

waste SO MUCH money with departments not working together so roads and pavements are dug up 2 and 3 times 

instead of coordinating works.  

The Health 

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Do not proceed with the proposal 

Tell us why:Drains need updating. A full plan of works from most urgent to least urgent should be in constant progress. 

Drain covers need regular inspection and need to be cleared so they can cope with storm water. . Coordinate services 

who already visit every small 

 

5. Local Boards 

Albert-Eden Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I support most priorities 
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Tell us why: Too much is free when most people could pay something.   Libraries will order any book anyone asks for. 
They deliver it free from another branch. Some people order 7 books and pay nothing.  Most people order on a whim not 
an educational need. Charge them 

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Sports and activities in parks, Protection and restoration of local 
waterways, Parks maintenance (including mowing) 

Tell us why these are most important to you: Waterways need to be monitored and kept clear to reduce flooding.  

Parks get kids and adults out for their health and to benefit the soul and games, sports and physical Ed classes are 
crucial to keep healthy. Not expensive either. 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

Make managers responsible for cutting costs in every department and give them small bonuses for cost saving ideas 

bringing results. Get department managers in a room together to discuss how to get one mower team also to clear drain 

covers  in that street 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with any reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any:  

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Don’t change the policy, keep all our shares and further increase rates and/or debt 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Other 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

Albert-Eden Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I support most priorities 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Local arts programmes, Local community events, Community climate 
action and sustainability 

Tell us why these are most important to you:  
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6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.   

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with some reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: I know "operational spending" is a necessary 

catch-all phrase but really I cannot see how funding growth of an arts sector is operational spending. it is LIFEBLOOD 

spending. It is necessary spending. Why are Melbourne or New York or  Berlin or London such exciting places to visit? 

Not because of their cool motorways or great golf courses, because the people who live in those cities get to express the 

LIFE of those cities. Auckland is in a unique position as the capital of our land, with the greatest population, to be a 

shining star of culture. To think that cutting funding to that life would somehow.... enhance the wellbeing of its population 

and make it a cool place to visit is juvenile and absurd. Do not reducing funding to Tātaki Auckland Unlimited, or the 

regional services, or reduce funding to the so so important local board activities - the suburbs and their quirks need to 

thrive. Similarly reducing funding for regional contestable grants is dumb as it just shuts down avenues people have for 

adding cultural scaffolding to this city. 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Don’t change the policy, keep all our shares and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why: When has privatising the assets of a city been a great idea?? How do we feel in 10 years when we want a 

say in how our biggest airport operates and it is being run by and overseas conglomerate?? 

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Other 

Tell us why: Lowering a targeted water rate seems daft. Water is a basic human right. Prioritise that and turn a few golf 

courses into public parks. 

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? I don't know 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

Albert-Eden Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I support most priorities 
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Tell us why: These seem like fine ideas, but cutting funding to community hubs is counterintuitive. 

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Local arts programmes, Local community events, Protection and 
restoration of local waterways 

Tell us why these are most important to you:  

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.   

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with some reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: maintaining the current level of public 

transport services and the reduction of regional services. These are important factors in both getting around and creating 

a place for people to be without having to pay money. 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Enable a partial sale of our shares, maintaining a 10 per cent shareholding in AIAL 

(reducing our interest costs by around $40 million per year), and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why: While in the short term selling the shares seems like a good idea, in the longer it will remain an essential 

component of the city and AC should have a say in this. 

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Set a higher general rates increase 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

Albert-Eden Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I support all priorities 

Tell us why: These are essential components for creating a community in our city. 

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Local community events, Parks planning, Library hours 
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Tell us why these are most important to you: Libraries create essential places for people to go who do not have those 
normally. Furthermore, they allow people to read and events can be organised at the library for locals. 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with some reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: Do not reduce funding to the community (arts 

and homelessness). Cut funding to tourism stuff 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  I don't know 

Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Proceed with the proposed increases to rates 

(4.66 per cent overall for the average value residential property) and debt (up to $75 million of additional debt) 

Tell us why: Tax the rich 

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why:Climate change mitigation and resilience should be a priority 

 

5. Local Boards 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  
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c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.   

What do you think of these proposals? Support the community services. Let people pay more for pools 

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Proceed with the proposed reductions 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: Control expenditure within budget, do not 

increase rates or borrow more. Take the temporary measures necessary to reduce expenditure to recover the additional 

costs and lost profits sustained during the covid years. We must live within our means and look to cut costs by making 

efficiencies going forward. Just like any company or household. The council suffers from having no competition, from 

complacency and lack of accountability and needs to run on a more commercial basis with a staff that truly understand 

value for money and customer service. You are here to serve us. We are your customers and not your enemy. 

I have no idea what Tātaki means so I cannot comment on this item, since when did we stop speaking English in NZ? 

Stop writing everything in two languages, it drives a huge and unnecessary cost which segregates and divides us as a 

nation. Stop running empty double decker buses and large buses in obscure places at obscure times, it wastes money 

and pollutes the environment, use small coaches where appropriate, it's a typical example of bad management. Stop 

spending a fortune on road bumps, if you want vehicles to drive slower put in a appropriate speed restrictions at low cost, 

not both, it wrecks our cars suspension and greatly increases the fuel used continually braking and accelerating. 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Other 

Tell us why: If the AIAL shares are a good long term investment and revenue to the council it would be short sighted to 

sell them.  Increasing the rates is NOT the alternative. Further reducing staff, cutting costs and living within the original 

budget is the directio 

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Other 

Tell us why: I do agree to pausing the change to the split between business and residential rates but do NOT increase 

the rates above the rate of inflation. Do NOT increase borrowing as this only hurts us going forward. Reduce costs to 

strictly what we can afford. The 

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? I don't know 

Tell us why:How can I answer this question when I don't think you have explained anywhere what you are going to 

spend the $20m for "Storm Response" on? One thing I do know is that you have driven me from my home by issuing it 

with a red sticker based on "a quick visu 
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5. Local Boards 

Albert-Eden Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I support most priorities 

Tell us why: I trust in locally elected officials to make the necessary decisions on behalf of their electorate.  It may not be 
necessary to reduce library hours by reducing the staff and certainly doing without a security guard... a security guard in 
a library... rea 

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Local arts programmes, Environmental restoration, volunteers and pest 
control, Parks maintenance (including mowing) 

Tell us why these are most important to you: These are the three for which I find your proposed "likely implications" 
the least desirable or tolerable. 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.   

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

I am sorry "Tupuna Maunga" is another language to me and reading page 59 didn't make me any the wiser. English is 

our national language! 

Always manage costs within budget. 

Do not increase the Rates above the official rate of inflation. 

Do not borrow more 
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Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with some reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: Public transport on poorly used services  ie I 

see buses travelling empty.. 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Enable a partial sale of our shares, maintaining a 10 per cent shareholding in AIAL 

(reducing our interest costs by around $40 million per year), and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why: This is a good source of revenue foe the city 

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Proceed with the proposed increases to rates 

(4.66 per cent overall for the average value residential property) and debt (up to $75 million of additional debt) 

Tell us why: Happy to pay inc rates for capital works expenditure 

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why:We MUST upgrade this infrastructure 

 

5. Local Boards 

Albert-Eden Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I support all priorities 

Tell us why: All priorities are essential services 

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Local arts programmes, Parks planning, Library hours 

Tell us why these are most important to you: Parks and libraries essential for wellbeing 
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6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

Essential libraries and Arts orograms are NOT cut 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with some reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: Funding for youth centres is needed to 

provide for youth activities  

 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Enable a partial sale of our shares, maintaining a 10 per cent shareholding in AIAL 

(reducing our interest costs by around $40 million per year), and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? I don't know 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

Albert-Eden Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I support all priorities 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Sports and activities in parks, Parks maintenance (including mowing), 
Activities provided by Sandringham and/or Pt Chevalier community centres 

Tell us why these are most important to you:  
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6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

Reduce unnecessary capital  physical works and postpone to future. Continue maintainance of roads but stop the 

construction of new infrastructure such as footpath  upgrades. Too many construction works are happening around the 

area and we should focus on 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with any reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any:  

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Proceed with the proposal to enable the sale of all our shares in AIAL and use the 

proceeds to reduce debt and therefore annual interest costs by around $87 million per year 

Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Set a higher general rates increase 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

Albert-Eden Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I support all priorities 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Protection and restoration of local waterways, Parks maintenance 
(including mowing), Library hours 

Tell us why these are most important to you:  
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6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.   

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with any reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: No reductions whatsoever. The implications 

of many of these reductions would have short and longer term impacts on employment, access to services by those who 

most need them, especially lower income earners and families and the quality of life vibrancy and attraction of our city 

would be affected. 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Enable a partial sale of our shares, maintaining a 10 per cent shareholding in AIAL 

(reducing our interest costs by around $40 million per year), and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Set a lower general rates increase and make 

greater use of debt 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Do not proceed with the proposal 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

Albert-Eden Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I support all priorities 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Parks planning, Environmental restoration, volunteers and pest control, 
Library hours 
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Tell us why these are most important to you: Libraries are an essential lifeline for many and are important as a 
service for everyone. They provide so much more than just access to books and are a vital community hub.  

Park spaces in an increasing infill housing plan are vital and giving access to r 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.   

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Proceed with the proposed reductions 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any:  

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Proceed with the proposal to enable the sale of all our shares in AIAL and use the 

proceeds to reduce debt and therefore annual interest costs by around $87 million per year 

Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Set a lower general rates increase and make 

greater use of debt 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Do not proceed with the proposal 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

Albert-Eden Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I do not support most priorities 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Parks planning, Environmental restoration, volunteers and pest control, 
Parks maintenance (including mowing) 

Tell us why these are most important to you:  
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6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Other 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: You did not provide an option for making 

alternative cuts. This makes it seem like these are the only options. I would prefer. One of these went ahead and cuts 

were made in other areas. 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Don’t change the policy, keep all our shares and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Set a higher general rates increase and make 

less use of debt 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

Albert-Eden Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I don't know 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Community development and support, Environmental restoration, 
volunteers and pest control, Protection and restoration of local waterways 

Tell us why these are most important to you:  
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6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.   

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with any reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any:  

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  I don't know 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Set a higher general rates increase 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

Albert-Eden Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I support all priorities 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Community development and support, Protection and restoration of local 
waterways, Library hours 

Tell us why these are most important to you:  
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6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.   

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

More support for active transport modes (walking, cycling, PT etc) 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with some reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: Events bring revenue to the city...fund more 

not less 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Proceed with the proposal to enable the sale of all our shares in AIAL and use the 

proceeds to reduce debt and therefore annual interest costs by around $87 million per year 

Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Set a lower general rates increase and make 

greater use of debt 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

Albert-Eden Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I support most priorities 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Community climate action and sustainability, Protection and restoration of 
local waterways, Parks maintenance (including mowing) 
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Tell us why these are most important to you:  

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.   

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

Get your consenting process cheaper and easier 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any:  

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?   

Organisation (if applicable): Auckland Central Community Shed Inc. 

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt?  

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms?  

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

Albert-Eden Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I do not support most priorities 

Tell us why: “We understand the need to cut spending and raise revenues and applaud the council for its attempt to do 
so. 

  

But: 

A.  We believe that council is responsible for Community welfare and to ask not for profit Community groups to fund the 
use of Council pre 
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If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Community development and support, Local community events, 
Community leasing charges 

Tell us why these are most important to you: Communities are at the heart of Auckland City and cutting any funding 
to communities is very detrimental to the health and vibrancy of those communities. 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with any reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any:  

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  I don't know 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? I don't know 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

Albert-Eden Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I support all priorities 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Environmental restoration, volunteers and pest control, Protection and 
restoration of local waterways, Activities provided by Sandringham and/or Pt Chevalier community centres 

Tell us why these are most important to you:  
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Māngere-Ōtāhuhu Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I support all priorities 

Tell us why:  

Please rank our proposed local board priorities from most to least important to you: 

Rank Proposed Priorities 

2 
Investing in initiatives to reduce the impact of climate change, including tree planting, education 

programmes and environmental volunteers  

5 Continue to provide residents with better quality facilities, parks and open spaces 

1 Promoting activities to showcase our local arts and culture talent into career pathways 

4 
Continue to identify procurement, quality employment and social enterprise opportunities for our 

residents 

3 Improving the well-being of our locals by supporting our local economy to become more efficient, 
resilient, and sustainable through our reduced budget 

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Protection and restoration of local waterways, Local events e.g. Movies in 
Parks, ANZAC and local civic events, Youth programmes 

Tell us why these are most important to you:  

How do you think we could support our communities to be better prepared and resilient to extreme weather 
events like the recent Auckland storm?  

Manurewa Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I support all priorities 

Tell us why:   

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Reduction in service levels for community centres and arts centres 
(Nathan Homestead), Potential closure of local facilities, Protection and restoration of local waterways, environmental 
education, community climate action and sustainability 

Tell us why these are most important to you:  

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  
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Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.   

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with some reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: Pretty much all of these cuts are rubbish and 

should not happen 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?   

Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt?  

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms?  

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   
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Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with any reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any:  

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Proceed with the proposal to enable the sale of all our shares in AIAL and use the 

proceeds to reduce debt and therefore annual interest costs by around $87 million per year 

Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Set a lower general rates increase and make 

greater use of debt 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? I don't know 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

Albert-Eden Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I support most priorities 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Sports and activities in parks, Community climate action and 
sustainability, Protection and restoration of local waterways 

Tell us why these are most important to you:  
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6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with any reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: Arts and recreation are essential for a healthy 

city. The arts are already struggling with limited funding and any further cuts will have a drastic effect on our young artists 

and the beauty and joy they bring to audiences. 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Enable a partial sale of our shares, maintaining a 10 per cent shareholding in AIAL 

(reducing our interest costs by around $40 million per year), and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt?  

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? I don't know 

Tell us why:Maintain council property eg drains and berms rather than waiting to clean up after a storm 

 

5. Local Boards 

Albert-Eden Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I support most priorities 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Sports and activities in parks, Protection and restoration of local 
waterways, Library hours 

Tell us why these are most important to you: All options are important, libraries and parks are often hubs for young 
families and should be protected 
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6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Other 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: I think that some areas outline should be 

reduced but not others. I don't think we should reduce regional services. I think promotion of tourism can be reduced, but 

pricing shouldn't for stadiums, Zoo, etc. 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Albert-Eden 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Other 

Tell us why: We should not sell our shares. We are Auckland, so why would we sell our share in AUCKLAND 

International Airport. Increasing rates because we want to keep an asset is madness. 

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Set a lower general rates increase and make 

greater use of debt 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

Albert-Eden Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I do not support most priorities 

Tell us why: Tree planting is the only one I support. 

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Local community events, Sports and activities in parks, Community 
leasing charges 
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Tell us why these are most important to you:  

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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